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Designed by Kaurna / Ngarrindjeri landscape architect and artist, Paul
Herzich and installed at St Francis of Assisi College, Renmark in South
Australia, this 4.0m high x 3.5m long x 1.7m wide artwork is entitled
'Guiding Rays'. Themes cross-referencing Catholic and Aboriginal
spirituality, and worldviews were explored. See inside for further details.

FROM THE COORDINATOR
In this edition we present another collection of items related to First Nations peoples and their science
knowledge for a global audience of teachers, scientists and interested community members. We are based
in Australia and consequently have a focus on Australian items, but we also have many items from other
parts of the world. In this issue we have stories from the following countries / First Nations peoples:
Australia: Aboriginal - Kaurna, Ngarrindjeri, Kamilaroi, Erawirung, Dieri, Alawa, MalakMalak,
Jawoyn, Dunghutti, Kulin, Barkandji and Wiradjuri; Torres Strait Islands – Meriam and Dauareb
USA: African American; Native American - Navajo, Chippewa, Anishinaabe, Wiikwemkoong,
Washoe, Swinomish, Cocopah, Quechan and Lakota; Native Hawaiian
Canada: Inuit, Yupik, Inupiaq, Dene, Tsleil-Waututh, Kainai, Heiltsuk, Cree, Metis, Potlotek and
Mi’kmaw
Mexico: Zapotec, Maya Ch’orti’ and Binnizá
India
New Zealand: Maori – Ngāpuhi and Hauraki
Fiji
Polynesian
Indigenous and Western Science
In this edition, we continue to look at the various definitions and understandings of the relationship
between Indigenous Science and Western Science. Apart from a special section set aside to continue the
discussion (following the contentious arrival of Richard Dawkins into the debate), many other items in this
edition also reference the debate. I can only surmise that as Indigenous peoples across the globe are
realising more capacity to influence mainstream thinking regarding the existence and value of Indigenous
science knowledge and practices, there will remain a strong push-back from those who wish to maintain
the status-quo. I am hopeful that our ISN Board Chair Liz McKinley might dip her toes into this debate in a
future bulletin. If anyone should be releasing an official position on this issue, it surely should be us!
Please enjoy the very significant editorial written for us by hydrologist Brad Moggridge. He has considered
the current circumstances of Indigenous achievement in STEM in Australia and
offered a series of actions to improve and promote future success. Not to be
missed. Another item written specifically for this bulletin comes from Nick
Pattison, a high school teacher from Kempsey NSW. He has worked with some of
his Indigenous students and a local elder to create a STEM model for problem
solving. It uses knowledge of the culture and environment displayed through
beautiful images of the country – A Kangaroo Hunt.
Mark Linkson, Coordinator ISN, Cairns Queensland AUSTRALIA
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NEWS and

We acknowledge and pay respect to the past, present and future Traditional Custodians and Elders of the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples of Australia and all First Nations peoples across the world. We
celebrate and promote the continuation of their cultural, spiritual and educational practices.
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Aims of the Indigenous Science Network
Originating from a meeting in 1998 of science educators and Indigenous community members in Darwin, Australia.
We agreed that there should be a central place for Indigenous knowledge in any science curriculum. We have grown
to cater for scientists, educators and Indigenous community members from across the world:
• To promote First Nations science, teaching and education
• To support all educators who would like to improve their knowledge and understanding of Indigenous
science and how to access and use it in their teaching
• To involve Indigenous scientists, educators and community members who support the inclusion of
Indigenous knowledge in teaching science and are open to dialogue and sharing about their own experiences.

Regional Correspondents

(Note: we still require a volunteer for the Pacific region)
AFRICA
Femi OTULAJA, University of Witwatersrand, SOUTH AFRICA
Keith LANGERHOVEN, University of the Western Cape, SOUTH AFRICA
Sina Joshua FAKOYEDE, Federal University Oye-Ekiti, NIGERIA
ASIA
Prem PHYAK, Chinese University of Hong Kong, CHINA
Indra Mani RAI, Tribhuvan University, NEPAL
THE AMERICAS
Coimbra SIRICA, Burness Global, USA
Wanda BAUTISTA, Burness Global, USA
Claudia LIEVANO, Burness Global, USA
Andrew DAVIS, Fundacion PRISMA, EL SALVADOR
Lucas TOLENTINO, Global Alliance of Territorial Communities, BRAZIL
Michel LAFORGE, Global Alliance of Territorial Communities, ECUADOR
EUROPE
Michael Reiss, UCL Institute of Education, London UK

ISN Facebook page and Twitter account
The Facebook page now has around 1225
followers and the Twitter account has 1342
followers (as at 11 Feb 2022). Most of these
people are not official members of the
network (not having supplied an email
address) but some do contact us via those
sites to be enrolled. It means we can improve
and widen our reach by posting to those
media.
Items posted on Facebook focus on Indigenous science, environmental, welfare and equity issues. More
pointedly, the Twitter account covers many Indigenous issues, much more than just
science and has contributions from First Nations peoples of all settler countries. If
you are not yet a Tweeter, I would encourage looking into it. The Coordinator of
this Network, Mark Linkson, has been running both these media but would be happy to share the load with
other members if you are keen. The logos above contain hyperlinks to our live and continuing everyday
media presence. However, the Bulletin is our most important and significant work, although some of the
issues and stories that first crop up on social media do translate to future stories in the Bulletin.
Significantly for our visibility, on Twitter we have been followed by the UN Biodiversity account (with over
115k followers) and they have tagged us in some recent tweets.
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INDIGENOUS SCIENCE NETWORK EDITORIAL: FEBRUARY 2022

Bradley Moggridge is a proud Murri from the Kamilaroi Nation with
over 20 years' experience in Aboriginal engagement, water and
environmental science. He has worked in applied research, policy
development, regulation, legislative reviews and project management.
Bradley is an Associate Professor in Indigenous Water Science and parttime PhD candidate at the University of Canberra.

Where are all the Indigenous Scientists at?
Indigenous people in Australia infrequently take on science at high school or university, let alone make a
career in research, the public or private sectors. This gap has been as wide since Indigenous people were
first counted as citizens with the referendum of 1967 alongside when university studies were made free in
1974 (it was discontinued with HECS being implemented in 1989). Why don’t our mob do science? Is it
because Indigenous students are poorly advised into not doing it, believe it is out of reach, they are not
interested, don’t feel they have what it takes to study science, or other professions get their attention and
interest early? I am not sure.
Indigenous people face many hurdles in acquiring science qualifications. Some make it and many
disengage. For the established ones, the challenge of saying no to requests, presentations, guest speaking,
reviews, committee membership, writer, advisor, panel member etc., etc. presents itself almost daily,
often with an ever-present unconscious bias or casual racism. However, saying yes is sometimes our only
option, because if we say no, more than likely our stories miss out or a non-Indigenous scientist tells our
stories for us!
I am a Kamilaroi man and a qualified scientist (environmental science and hydrogeology). I have worked in
this space for the past 25 years, in the public/private realms, local government, state government,
consulting and research. There have been the highs: listening to and protecting some of the planet’s oldest
water stories; and lows: having two dream jobs taken away from me (one from short-sighted political
leadership and the other by toxic leadership). Most importantly, I have made an impact by publishing
papers from a Kamilaroi methodology in water/environmental journals. As well as my research and PhD, I
am currently vice president of the Australian Freshwater Science Society, a member of the Wentworth
Group of Concerned Scientists and a Governor for WWF Australia, where I have the opportunity to provide
a Kamilaroi voice.
I see the biggest challenges for many professional Indigenous people as cultural isolation and cultural
loading. At times being the only Indigenous scientist / person present in an organisation you are seen as
the one to fix anything Indigenous – ‘the black inbox’. These challenges were further elevated during the
pandemic 2020-22, especially during lockdowns - for being a minority within a minority it is tough and
sometimes lonely.
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Cultural competency is not about a non-Indigenous teacher needing to “know” or “teach” culture – it is
about being able to navigate cross-cultural communications and relationships more broadly, and critically
reflecting on their own positionality within these communications and relationships. The vital outcome
being sought by schools is to create spaces where educators develop critical reflective practices that will
help them to be brave and bold. Teachers who better understand their own identities, who are of aware of
social norms, power and privilege and who are committed to increasing their knowledge, will be ready to
actively counter and dismantle racist systems and processes they may find in their communities.
Indigenous Science
For the past 65,000 years or more (time immemorial), the First Peoples of Australia, Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people (hereafter respectfully referred to as Indigenous people), have been custodians
caring for waters, sky and country in diverse communities and landscapes across the continent. Indigenous
people carry extensive historical, cultural, spiritual and social knowledge, passed down from generation to
generation, based on thousands of years’ experience and observation of this now drying, ancient
landscape.
Indigenous people were and are still the first scientists long before science was a thing: testing their
country, accessing methodologies to create the story through the Dreaming, using all resources available
and finding similar results that can be replicated. The biggest result is our ongoing survival on the driest
inhabited continent on Earth, while adapting to the many changes in climate and bioregions experienced in
Australia. Indigenous people possess an inherent drive to be involved in the care, protection and
rejuvenation of their traditional lands, freshwater and marine environments. To some, it is a cultural
obligation as custodians to Care for Country. To others, it is a means of maintaining their identity and
language by reinstating and retaining ancestral cultural practices and heritage.
Indigenous and Western Scientists provide diverse and often complementary approaches to knowledge
gathering and interpretation of the natural environment. Yet to date, there have been few opportunities
for Indigenous Scientists and Western Scientists to interact in a manner that allows both to understand
each other’s knowledge systems and methodologies and to share them, benefitting the scientific
community more broadly, and Australia. Although there have been positive interactions in the fire,
astronomy and threatened species areas, Indigenous science is generally still seen as a lesser knowledge
set.
State of Play
Statistics tell us that limited numbers of Indigenous students enroll in science; more Indigenous girls start
science than boys; more Indigenous boys finish with science qualifications; however, there is a large
dropout rate across the board. Over the past 25 years there have been several efforts to create Indigenous
science networks, including Michael Michie’s web based ISN established in 1998 of which this bulletin is
descendant; others have begun on platforms such as LinkedIn, Facebook and even Twitter. The consequent
take-up of memberships and number of people following has been sadly limited.
Alternatively, vibrant professional networks exist for Indigenous practitioners in medicine, engineering,
nursing and even dentistry. However, we scientists hadn’t got ourselves together to create something until
during the COVID pandemic. In late 2020 and early 2021, with support from the Academies and Science
Technology Australia and facilitated by Murrimatters, thirty Indigenous people in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) met via two online gatherings, had a great yarn with positive energy
to put forward a network option for the future. This is hopefully the start of new beginning for Indigenous
STEM (#STEMoriginals) in Australia.
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How do we attract more Indigenous people to science? (a list of demands)















Our Knowledge Holders and Elders contributions and knowledge seen as having intrinsic value and
equivalence to that of the dominant and other cultures
Indigenous science, knowledge and language included in the curriculum, which must be
decolonised at all levels and this needs to be normalised. To achieve an Indigenised curriculum
allowing Indigenous students to lead and be proud, so their story and learning is not an elective.
Indigenous students undertaking and graduating in science and then leading in it. Building on the
work of say Deadly Science which connects the younger mob to science resources.
More participation of Indigenous students at the annual National Youth Science Forum.
Indigenous Scientists collaborate to develop a National Indigenous Science Strategy.
Establish an Indigenous boys STEM academy like the Indigenous girls STEM academy (half the Gap)
Financially supported and resourced national Indigenous STEM network to share new knowledge,
build support structures, celebrate the wins, learn from the losses, build Mentor/Mentee
opportunities.
Career progression opportunities for graduate, early, mid and established Indigenous scientists.
See our mob in the mainstream, the celebration of Indigenous Scientists (not just story tellers), and
winning awards e.g. The Academy of Science’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Scientists Award
or The CSIRO Indigenous STEM Awards.
See our mob as Fellows of their respective learned STEM Academies (2021 - Prof. Jason Sharples
Fellow of ATSE the first of hopefully many).
Pathways through university and research, creating Indigenous science centre’s of excellence
(water, land, sky and fire).
Non-Indigenous scientists continue supporting pathways to build future Indigenous scientists and
then stepping back.
All scientists be wary of racism in the workplace (call it out and stop it) and unconscious bias.

The Future (Fill the Gap)
The Indigenous STEM Professional Network was created in early 2021 and a leadership group was chosen
to take the network through the initiation phase (covid has not assisted sadly). The goal of the network is
to co-develop an Indigenous-led STEM network for Indigenous professionals. This will involve:
 Co-development of technical and community solutions that positively respond to Indigenous
priorities and agendas including building a generation of STEM professionals that can deliver STEM
solutions for Closing the Gap.
 Identifying and sourcing funds, resourcing and strategic partnerships to build and sustain the
Indigenous-led STEM network.
 Co-designing and seeking appropriate collaborations and mentorship opportunities to support this
effort.
 Ensuring Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander STEM knowledges are protected and embedded in
education through the engagement of Indigenous Contract and Intellectual Property experts.
The Indigenous STEM Professional Network is aiming to be resourced to advocate, support, celebrate and
share new research as well as represent, influence and mentor on behalf of Indigenous people working
within STEM research and industries in Australia. The driving motto is Moving Forward, Looking Back. The
Network will also encourage Indigenous-led research ideas that are focused on delivering real-world
impact for Indigenous Australians – ‘nothing about us without us.’ The impact will include building a
generation of STEM professionals that can deliver solutions for Closing the Gap and the betterment of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s lives.
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For more information, or if you wish to become part of the Network please send your interest, your mob,
profession and area of STEM you currently study or work in to the Indigenous STEM Professionals Network
email address: aistempn@sta.org.au
ngaya winanga-l guwaa-l gawuban gunigal (I listen and talk to the connected waters)

My latest articles:






Moggridge B.J. 2021 Indigenous water knowledge and values in an Australasian context, Special Edition
Editorial Australasian Journal of Water Resources, DOI: 10.1080/13241583.2021.1935919
Moggridge B.J. & R. M. Thompson 2021 Cultural value of water and western water management an Australian indigenous
perspective. Australasian Journal of Water Resources https://doi.org/10.1080/13241583.2021.1897926
Moggridge, B. J. 2020 Aboriginal People and Groundwater. Proceedings of The Royal Society of Queensland Vol. 126 pgs
11-27 http://www.royalsocietyqld.org/2020-springs-special-issue-vol-126/
Moggridge B.J, L. Betterridge & R. M. Thompson (2019): Integrating Aboriginal cultural values into water planning: a case
study from New South Wales, Australia, Australasian Journal of Environmental
Management, https://doi.org/10.1080/14486563.2019.1661645

See also - my editorial with Prof Sue Jackson on Indigenous water management special issue of Australasian Journal of
Environmental Management 2019, 26(3):193-196

ORCID iD: https://orcid.org/0000-0003-4735-5661

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!
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INDIGENOUS SCIENCE NETWORK: BULLETIN ITEMS
Items are listed under five headings being News and Views; Resources; Papers; Indigenous Astronomy
and Conferences / Seminars. We further categorise some of these sections with sub-headers of Australia
or The World, to make finding your areas of interest easier. (See the Contents tabled below). Weblinks for
most items are contained as hyper-linked addresses or as hotspots within illustrations. Some items will not
have links. All links were active at the time of publication (15 February 2022).
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: This issue contains contributions from and reference to the following network
members: Nick Pattison, Sandy Bonny, Gretta Pecl, Mibu Fischer, Brad Moggridge, Mike Michie, MichaelShawn Fletcher, Karlie Noon, Krystal De Napoli and Coimbra Sirica. Apologies if I have missed anyone.
Many thanks and to all members, your future submissions are most welcome.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people should be aware that this bulletin
may contain images and names of deceased persons.

ONLINE HOME FOR THE BULLETINS
All ISN bulletins since 1998 have been stored on Inaugural ISN Convenor Mike Michie’s personal website
and can be downloaded from there:
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~mmichie/network.html.
Eventually we will need to find a more permanent home. Member suggestions regarding this are welcome.
Seriously, we need to find new site. Could members of large science or education bodies please consider?

CONTENTS
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CONFERENCES / SEMINARS / WEBINARS - AUSTRALIA .............................................................. 100
CONFERENCES / SEMINARS / WEBINARS – THE WORLD ............................................................ 102
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NEWS AND VIEWS - AUSTRALIA
Invitation to join Indigenous STEM Professionals Network
As mentioned in our editorial, all Indigenous Australian scientists are invited to join a new Indigenous
STEM Professionals Network. This is an initiative under the banner of Science and Technology Australia
(STA), being led by Quandamooka First Nations man and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Mathematics
Alliance Chair Professor Chris Matthews; Deadly Science founder Corey Tutt; and Canberra-based Kamilaroi
water scientist A/Prof Brad Moggridge. This group will facilitate an indigenous-led conversation about a
new national network. If any Indigenous scientists are interested in joining this conversation, could you
please contact one of these three organisers or use the STA email address listed below:
Dr. Chris Matthews

Corey Tutt

A/Prof. Brad Moggridge

For more information, or if you wish to become part of the Network please send your interest, your mob,
profession and area of STEM you currently study or work in to the Indigenous STEM Professionals Network
email address: aistempn@sta.org.au
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Kimberley Indigenous Saltwater Science
(Western Australian Marine Science Institution: 7 Oct 2021)
The unique environment of the Kimberley is an area of scientific
interest and focus for researchers, yet the care and
management of the land and saltwater country by Traditional
Owners reflects a deep and rich cultural association formed
over thousands of years. Integrating Indigenous peoples’
knowledge with Western science is a key element to ensuring the best outcomes for future management and
conservation of the Kimberley. The Kimberley Indigenous Saltwater Science Project (KISSP) was developed to
improve the ways in which research and monitoring is planned and undertaken in the Kimberley to ensure that both
Indigenous and Western science partners are involved. KISSP has produced a range of documents that seek to build
capacity for collaborative management of Kimberley Saltwater Country.

Aims
• Integrate Indigenous knowledge and management practices into Kimberley marine conservation and
management.
• Develop standard and agreed community process and protocols and a research agreement template to
underpin marine research in the Kimberley and an implementation strategy to build awareness in the
science community of the need for this engagement.
• Develop a framework and protocols for standardising data collection, storage and analysis
methodologies that can be used to monitor saltwater country across the Kimberley. This includes the
development of a training package for agreed research targets for delivery to rangers to develop internal
capacity in these standardised techniques.
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Guiding Rays – celebration of faith and culture realised in steel
(Indigenous Architecture, Facebook page: 22 Dec 2021)
Designed by Kaurna / Ngarrindjeri landscape architect and artist, Paul Herzich and installed at St Francis of
Assisi College, Renmark in South Australia recently, this 4.0m high x 3.5m long x 1.7m wide artwork is
entitled 'Guiding Rays'. Themes cross referencing Catholic and Aboriginal spirituality, and worldviews were
explored. The piece channels light rays through a metaphorical dark cloud to touch the landscape. The
sunrays act as beacons of light from the Patron Saint, St Francis of Assisi for students to look up to and
follow. The arrangement of sunrays are in the form of the Southern Cross (a constellation of the southern
sky that is centred on four bright stars in a cross-shaped or kite-like asterism) which cross references the
form of the Christian cross.
Traditional Owners (Erawirung Clan) of the Renmark area were engaged by mantirridesign to develop the
Aboriginal narratives to connect the work to Country and Indigenous cultural belief systems. In the cloud, is
the Renmark section of the River Murray, which is surrounded by male and female cultural totems. Each of
the seven clan groups of the Riverland area are represented as meeting place symbols - the biggest being
Erawirung because the artwork/college sits on their Country.
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Ancient Aboriginal trade routes of Australia (Odyssey Traveller: accessed 15 Jan 2022)
Ancient Aboriginal trade routes of Australia Trade was a central part of life for Aboriginal people prior to
the British settlement of Australia. Trading routes criss-crossed the nation, dispersing goods, information,
technologies and culture.
As far back as 1939, archaeologists could show that Australia was criss-crossed by Aboriginal trade routes
(see map, above, for more detail on these routes). For Isabel McBryde – ‘the mother of Australian
archaeology’ – these Aboriginal trade networks were ‘among the world’s most extensive systems of human
communication recorded in hunter-gatherer societies’. Goods and people travelled vast distances: the
Dieri people, east of Lake Eyre, South Australia, visited places at least 800 kilometres apart; while shell
from Papua New Guinea reached western New South Wales (Gammage, 149).
Every individual was touched by trade:
as archaeologist John Mulvaney has
written ‘it was possible for a man who
had bought pituri from the Mulligan
River and ochre from Parachilna to own
a Cloncurry axe, a Boulia boomerang
and wear shell pendants from
Carpentaria and Kimberley‘ (quote
Griffiths, 47-48). Trade had a cultural
and social importance, as Mowaljarlai
and Malnic (1993) write ‘The lines are
the way the history stories travelled
along the trade routes. They are all
interconnected. It’s the pattern of the
sharing system.’
Some goods had a social value that
meant they were traded particularly
widely. Pearl shells from the Kimberley
coast (where Broome is still the centre
Map displaying the extent of Aboriginal trading routes across
Australia.
of Australia’s pearl industry) have been
believed to have travelled at least 800
kilometres away from their point of origin; with some
claiming that they reached as far as the mallee, in western
Victoria and eastern South Australia. Some pearl shells
were as wide as a small plate, engraved with patterns and
worn as a pendant by powerful men.

Pearl shell necklace made in the Broome area, c. 1900.
Now on display in the National Gallery of Australia.
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Aboriginal petroglyph sites damaged; advocates reject official assessment of 'natural
forces' (msn News, 4 Feb 2022)
Damage to two sacred Aboriginal petroglyph sites on Tasmania's west coast has sparked renewed calls for
protection of the areas to be strengthened. The Natural Resources and Environment Department has
launched an investigation into damage reported to rock carvings near Trial Harbour, north of Strahan.
Rebecca Digney from the Aboriginal Land Council of Tasmania said she was "absolutely devastated", with
initial information suggesting they had been vandalised. "The petroglyphs appear to have been vandalised
using a chisel or some sort of stone-working tool, we don't know much more except to say that it's
significant," she said. "Here we are in 2022 and we are fighting harder and more than ever to protect our
sacred sites from mindless acts of vandalism. Words fail me, it is just a real kick in the teeth for the
community."
In a statement, the department said it would work with Aboriginal community representatives as part of
the investigation. A separate investigation was launched last week after damage was reported to the
petroglyph site at Sundown Point in the state's far north-west. It found the damage, which the department
described as a "missing rock", was caused by natural forces. "The damage at the petroglyph site is
consistent with the rock breaking along a natural fracture line as a result of natural weathering effects and
storm waves, which are common in the area. "Large driftwood logs battering the rock during storm activity
may also be a contributing factor," the Department said. "Searches of the surrounding area failed to locate
the missing piece or pieces, however, it is likely that they may be covered by sand as a result of tidal
action." Despite assessments by a geophysicist, archaeologist and Aboriginal heritage adviser, Ms Digney
said the ALCT rejected the findings.

Damage to an Aboriginal petroglyph site at Trial Harbour in Tasmania's west is being investigated.
(Supplied: Natural Resources and Environment Department, Tasmania)
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It’s taken thousands of years, but Western science is finally catching up to Traditional
Knowledge (George Nicholas, The Conversation: 15 February 2018) Link
Our knowledge of what the denizens of the animal kingdom are up to, especially when humans aren’t
around, has steadily increased over the last 50 years. For example, we know now that animals use tools in
their daily lives. Chimps use twigs to fish for termites; sea otters break open shellfish on rocks they
selected; octopi carry coconut shell halves to later use as shelters. The latest discovery has taken this
assessment to new heights, literally. A team of researchers led by Mark Bonta and Robert Gosford in
northern Australia has documented kites and falcons, colloquially termed “firehawks,” intentionally
carrying burning sticks to spread fire. While it has long been known that birds will take advantage of
natural fires that cause insects, rodents and reptiles to flee and thus increase feeding opportunities, that
they would intercede to spread fire to unburned locales is astounding.

(DICK EUSSEN / COURTESY)

While new to Western science, the behaviours of the nighthawks have long been known to the Alawa,
MalakMalak, Jawoyn, and other Indigenous peoples of northern Australia whose ancestors occupied their
lands for tens of thousands of years. Contrary to most scientific studies, Bonta and Gosford’s team
foregrounded their research in traditional Indigenous ecological knowledge. They also note that local
awareness of the behaviour of the firehawks is ingrained within some of their ceremonial practices, beliefs
and creation accounts.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zcJs16aZ5s
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Trinity Bay State High School student wins STEAM award
(TBSHS Facebook page: 1 Dec 2021)

CONGRATULATIONS to Year 9 student, Tiarna-Rae, who has been awarded the Black & More /
@blackandmoreengineering #STEAM Educational Award for the Best Academic Performance by an
Indigenous Student. Tianrna-Rae is pictured here with Joel Govan, Associate Project Engineer from Black &
More receiving her certificate and $250 prize money. Thank you to Black & More Engineering for
supporting our students each year.
#tbay2021 #trinitybayshs #tbayshs #qldeducation #qldstateschools #tbay #tbaycairns #tbshs
#tbshscairns #futurethinkers #futureready #21stcenturyskills #21Cskills #ourschoolsrule #qldstateschools
#tbaySTEAM #tbayengine #tbayscience #tbaytechnology #robotics #engineering #designengineering
#STEM #tbayrobotics #STEAM #technologies
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A Kangaroo Hunt - An Indigenous Project Based Learning Model
(Nick Pattison, Head of Innovation, Kempsey Adventist School, NSW: January 2022)
For thousands of years people across the globe have shared knowledge through storytelling. These stories
have contained ancient wisdom gained through generations of experiences and empirical evidence told
through narratives and metaphors. We would like to share our story with you, a story that captures our
(Elders / teachers / students) shared experiences of learning through the story of a Kangaroo hunt.
Our story takes place in Kempsey, Australia on the lands of the Dunghutti Peoples.
While there is no universal definition
of STEM education or PBL (projectbased learning), a key component in
any definition is problem-solving.
Currently, there are many design
thinking models to facilitate problemsolving as well as problem based
learning models. Most of these
models are based on a version of the
science/engineering process or design
thinking and have strong roots in
Western cultures which are often
based in North America, for example
two leading models from Stanford’s
Design School or PBL Works are both
based in California.
Two Year 8 students (Adam & Braith)
at our school in Kempsey, Australia
have been working with a Dunghutti
Elder, Uncle Leo, to create our own
STEM model for problem solving and PBL based on the culture and environment of our community. We
would like to share our model so that we can get feedback and inspiration from others. Our goal is
simple…we hope to create a visual art piece using local environmental metaphors that describe the
learning process that reflects the unique culture, environment and values of our school and community.
Before we begin telling our story, it is important to acknowledge Ormiston Junior College in New Zealand
and Punahou School in Hawaii, who have both been developing Indigenous design thinking models which
have been the inspiration for the creation of our own model. This is our story, gifted to us by Uncle Leo
Wright, President of the Dunghutti Elders Council in Kempsey, Australia.

This image shows the campfire on the left and the journey to the water hole on the right, the yellow footprints represent
the journey of the students.
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The Story

The Meaning

Our story is about survival. The elders at the
campsite are teaching the young warriors how to go
on a kangaroo hut in order to survive and provide for
their community.

Our story describes the pursuit of knowledge in all its
forms.

The story begins at the campfire with the elders.
After speaking to the young warriors to give their
ancient knowledge or survival the warriors are then
shown and guided on their survival trial.
Throughout the process the warriors are watched by
the elders and older warriors who have already
passed the trial.

We rely on the knowledge, strength and support of
our families and communities. Only the students who
have the focus, attitude and patience to listen will be
able to apply the knowledge they are gifted.
The elders and warriors that support the young
warriors represent the teachers, elders and families
that support our students on their educational
journey.

Purpose
What is our purpose, what is the purpose of our project? The campfire represents the “why” of our projects,
this is both individual and communal and is connected to our history past, present and emerging. This is
where our projects begin.

Campfire

Water Hole

The story begins and ends at the campfire as this is
where storytelling takes place and these stories
create a connection to people's past, present and
future.

The water hole represents the knowledge gained
throughout the journey in the form of water. A place
that creates life and sustains it.

We are still co-developing the model with our students, staff and community and would love to connect with
other educators in this space or who have an interest in Indigenous design thinking. The artists for the
images included in this report are Dunghutti Elder Uncle Leo Wright plus Adam & Braith two Year 9
students at Kempsey Adventist School.
If you would like to have a yarn, please email Nick Pattison - cubedstem@gmail.com
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Stronger Smarter Institute encouraging Indigenous women into STEM teaching
(Twitter post: 11 Jan 2022)

Meet the amazing women of ToSI (Teachers of STEM Initiative)! This is Jade Hastie from Mareeba. She
joined the program in 2020, studying a Bachelor of Ed - Primary (RATEP). Her advice if you're thinking
about joining the program: Don't hesitate!
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NEWS AND VIEWS – THE WORLD
These Snow Goggles Demonstrate Thousands of Years of Indigenous Ingenuity
(Clive Thompson, The Smithsonian: January 2020)
In snowy Alaska, if you spend hours in the brilliant sun of spring or summer, you risk snow blindness, a
sunburn on your cornea from reflected ultraviolet light. For thousands of years, indigenous peoples
throughout that region have had a technology solution: Snow goggles, fashioned from a strip of bone,
wood or other material, with a slit cut into it, greatly reduced glare and protected eyes from injury. Ann
McMullen, a curator at the Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian, oversees research for its
holdings, including the snow goggle collection; the pair shown here was made from whale baleen.

Three examples of snow goggle
technology from the National
Museum of the American Indian.
Top, Inuit goggles from 2002,
made of caribou bone and hide,
Igloolik, Nunavut, Canada. Middle,
Inupiaq goggles, circa 1890, made
of baleen and sinew, Point Hope,
Alaska. Bottom, Yupik goggles,
circa 1910, made of beach grass,
hide and glass beads, Bristol Bay,
Alaska. Supplied

This style of eyewear can even improve vision, as Ann Fienup-Riordan discovered one day in 2010. An
Anchorage-based anthropologist who works with the Yupik people to develop exhibits and books about
their culture, she had recently undergone surgery on her retinas, and “the vision in my right eye was still
pretty fuzzy,” she says. But when she held the Yupik goggles up to her eyes? “I could see!” What was going
on? It turns out the slit focuses the light, much as a pinhole camera does. As a result, far-off objects appear
sharper “and your vision was much, much better,” Fienup-Riordan says. Long before the invention of
eyeglasses with glass or plastic lenses, Alaska’s indigenous inhabitants, including the Yupik people, devised
their own corrective eyewear. Phillip Moses, a tribal member in Toksook Bay, calls them “Yupik
prescription sunglasses.”
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How Rejection Led Sian Proctor To Make History As The First Black Woman To Pilot A
Spacecraft (Samantha Dorisca, AFROTECH, 16 Oct 2021)
At an early age, Sian Proctor dreamed to be
afforded an opportunity to enter the galactic
world. While celebrating her now achieved
goal, she also made history in the process,
becoming the first Black woman to pilot a
spacecraft, according to the New York Times.
Determined to reach space, Proctor received
her Ph.D. along with a pilot’s license and
SCUBA certification. In 2009, she was
selected to participate in the final round of
NASA’s competitive astronaut selection
process — an impressive feat for a cohort
consisting of 3,500 applicants. Unfortunately, her candidacy would ultimately be rejected.
Others may have stopped, but for Proctor, her rejection would serve as the catalyst to discovering a new
path. In 2013, she would accompany six individuals during a four-month mission in a building located near
a Hawaiian volcano for an experiment imitating the conditions and stresses on a habitat like Mars.
According to Wikipedia, Sian Hayley "Leo" Proctor (born March 28, 1970) is an American geology professor,
science communicator, and commercial astronaut. She was launched into Earth orbit, on September 15,
2021, as the pilot of the Crew Dragon space capsule. This mission was the Inspiration4 private orbital
spaceflight. As the pilot on the Inspiration4 mission, Proctor became the first African American woman to
pilot a spacecraft. She is a geology professor at South Mountain Community College in Arizona. She is also
a Major in the Civil Air Patrol where she serves as the aerospace education officer for its Arizona Wing. Link

Want to reach out to an Indigenous scholar? Awesome! But first, here are 10 things to
consider (Jesse Popp, The Conversation: 29 Oct 2021)
Although a wide diversity of world views exist, each having unique
perspectives that can be complementary to one another, colonial
forces have prioritized some world views and knowledge systems
over others. Some governments, including the government of
Canada, have sought to forcibly assimilate Indigenous Peoples into
colonial systems. Despite the ongoing consequences resulting from
assimilation attempts — like residential schools and the ‘60s scoop
— Indigenous knowledge systems and ways of knowing stand
strong. Currently, a powerful shift is happening as people
collectively recognize Indigenous knowledge systems as equally
valid and important.
As people recognize the value in weaving knowledge systems and move towards supporting reconciliation,
Indigenous Peoples and communities are increasingly approached. Unfortunately, the past has been
fraught with non-Indigenous people attempting to take Indigenous knowledges with little thought to the
impacts on communities. This is changing. Non-Indigenous people are recognizing the importance of
proceeding with respect, and increasingly reach out to Indigenous scholars or communities for guidance on
how to do so.
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How one Canadian scientist is tapping into the knowledge of Indigenous communities
(Brian Owens, Nature: 21 April 2019)
Jean Polfus, a postdoctoral fellow at Trent University in
Peterborough, Canada, studies the distribution and spatial
organization of caribou (or reindeer; Rangifer tarandus) populations
in the Sahtú region of the Northwest Territories. She explains how
she collaborates with members of the Dene Indigenous community,
and how their insights benefit her research:

Why was it important to you to work with Indigenous communities?
In 2012, the local community-run institutions responsible for resources such as fish, wildlife and forests got
together and drafted a resolution asking that Dene traditional knowledge, laws, traditions and language be
respected and represented in any caribou research going forward. I adapted my work in response to this
community initiative and developed memoranda of understanding with the communities to dictate how
that should be done — the research questions to pursue and the methods that local people considered
appropriate to carry out research. I developed a way to do caribou research that respected local people
and included them in all phases of the research process.
What did you learn from the Indigenous communities?
Dene people have such nuanced language to describe caribou. They have words for types of caribou that
we don’t identify in conventional classification and taxonomies. For example, there’s the Tęnatł'ǝa which is
a type of mountain caribou with unique markings and behaviour. This word wouldn’t exist in their language
if it wasn’t essential to understanding the caribou and how to hunt them effectively. Tęnatł'ǝa warrant
further study because they might harbour unique genetic diversity and could play an important part in
caribou population dynamics.

Black science students take on more debt and get fewer slots on grants, data show
(Jeffery Mervis, Science: 22 Nov 2021) Link
New data from the National Science Foundation (NSF) on U.S. graduate student debt provide fresh
evidence of racial disparities in the training of Black Ph.D. students in science—and hint at how they might
affect careers. One set of numbers shows that by the time they finish, Black doctoral recipients in the
natural sciences and engineering have racked up nearly twice the graduate school debt of their white,
Asian, and Latino peers. Another set shows Black Ph.D.s are less likely than white, Asian, and Latino Ph.D.
students to receive two desirable sources of support—a research grant or traineeship. Black Ph.D.s are also
more likely to use their own resources to pay for their graduate studies. “Graduate education is at the end
of a long pipeline at which there is discrimination at every level,” says sociologist Jaymes Pyne, a research
associate at Stanford University and co-author of a 2020 paper that found debt deters students of color
from obtaining an advanced degree. “So, the selection process [for research assistantships and
traineeships] is important. I’d like to be a fly on the wall when departments make those decisions.”
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'A quest for wisdom': How two-eyed seeing mixes Indigenous knowledge and Western
science in N.S. (Moira Donovan, CBC News: 9 Jan 2022)
Two-eyed seeing is being used across Canada to reshape science, but its roots are in Mi'kmaki

Tracy Marshall, left, and Darren Porter are shown
during monitoring work on the Halfway River in the
summer of 2021. (Moira Donovan/CBC)

On a hot day in the height of summer, Tracy
Marshall and I stood on the banks of the Halfway
River, watching as the trickle of muddy water
slowly widened with the incoming tide from the
Bay of Fundy. Tracy and I had started talking about
collaborating on a documentary several months
earlier about two-eyed seeing, or etuaptmumk,
which attempts to bring together the lens of
Indigenous knowledge and that of Western science,
to see the world from both perspectives. But with
the delays caused by the pandemic, it was only in
the middle of July that we were able to talk in
person for the first time, as we watched local
fisherman Darren Porter winching his boat into the
river, in preparation for work on a project guided
by the principles of two-eyed seeing.

It was fitting that Tracy, a science student from Potlotek First Nation who also works with the Bras d'Or
Lakes Collaborative Environmental Planning Initiative, and I, a settler journalist with a focus on the
environment, had met on this riverbank to work on a project on two-eyed seeing, which began as a mission
to teach science differently but has become an approach that's reshaping science itself. "Some people call
it a true science," said Porter, as we stepped into his boat. "To me, it's a quest for wisdom, ecosystem
wisdom."
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Sistering Indigenous and Western Science program
(Government of Canada: accessed 15 Jan 2022)
Sistering Indigenous and Western Science (SINEWS) is a paid
mentorship program intended to increase the representation and
participation of Indigenous and non-Indigenous women in sciencerelated disciplines and research. Indigenous people and femaleidentifying persons are significantly under-represented in fields of
study and work related to the sciences. This situation is also true
within Natural Resources Canada (NRCan). The SINEWS program aims
to change that and move science and reconciliation forward. SINEWS
now accepting applications for May 2022 cohort.
For the 2022 program, SINEWS will be accepting up to 8 pairs of female-identifying students, one
Indigenous and one non-Indigenous. The pairs of students will propose, develop, implement, and report on
research projects of relevance to Indigenous communities and NRCan. They will become employees of the
Government of Canada through the Federal Student Work Experience program for a period of eight
months. Successful applicants will be given a specific budget to complete their research, access to NRCan
mentors relevant to their location and project, access to research facilities, and the guidance of the
SINEWS’ Elder in Residence.
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Salmon camps show youth Indigenous science at work
(Alex Walls, University of British Columbia, 25 Jan 2022)
Imagine a summer camp where you can watch grizzly bears catch salmon in streams, while learning about
the migration and preparation of the fish hovering in the water at your feet. Welcome to the Salmon
Science Camp for Nisga’a youth, run by Dr. Andrea Reid (she/her), principal investigator of the Centre for
Indigenous Fisheries at UBC. With new funding from the multi-institutional $24 million Ărramăt Project, Dr.
Reid plans to expand these camps and open doors to scientific learning.
These camps open a door to science and immersive learning experiences for Indigenous youth that might
not necessarily be available due to the location of Gingolx, and they get to see a whole range of Nisga’a
citizens as experts and scientists. This might mean they begin to see science as a future avenue for
themselves, and view caring for salmon in the way Nisga’a have always done as not only an act of
stewardship, but a truly scientific practice
that is based on observation,
experimentation, and other systematic
ways of building knowledge about the
world in which we all live. The camps
demonstrate for youth that Indigenous
science is science – it’s just as valid and
important as conventional academic
knowledge.

Credit: Andrew Stewart /
@ProRezStudios
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Canada: Indigenous people fished sustainably for 1,000 years before settlers arrived
(Leyland Cecco in Toronto, The Guardian: 11 Nov 2021)
New research shows Tsleil-Waututh practices were destroyed during European colonization, and in recent
decades wild salmon populations have collapsed
A First Nations community on Canada’s west coast practiced the sustainable harvest of wild salmon for
1,000 years, before the system was largely destroyed after the arrival of European settlers, a new study
has concluded. The Tsleil-Waututh, an Indigenous community whose traditional territory has been
subsumed by the city of Vancouver, were long known to have used large weirs to capture salmon
preparing to spawn. New research published on Wednesday shows that the Tsleil-Waututh used sex
selection when harvesting spawning salmon, releasing the females to ensure the population would remain
healthy for future use.

Members of the Tsleil-Waututh, an Indigenous community, in Belcarra, British Columbia on 9 October 2021.
Photograph: Canadian Press/REX/Shutterstock

Archaeologists studied chum salmon bones dating from between 400 BC and AD 1200 from four
archaeological sites around the Burrard Inlet. In their research, the authors of the study discovered that
salmon bones taken from former village sites were overwhelmingly male, instead of an even mix with
females. “People were harvesting the same sort of fish consistently, probably from the same places, for
1,000 years,” said Jesse Morin, archaeologist for the Tsleil-Waututh Nation and an adjunct professor at the
University of British Columbia, to the Canadian Press. “Here we are, 150 years later, 150 years’ worth of
industrial harvesting, and we’ve really destroyed these resources.”
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First Nations communities bring expertise to Canada’s scientific research
(Brian Owens, Nature: 21 Nov 2021)
Researchers working with Indigenous partners are benefiting from traditional knowledge of the natural
world.
Investigating how an extract of the traditional medicinal plant, Sooyaiaiitsi, interacts with cancer cells
helped Haley Shade to “walk in both worlds”, bridging her education within Canada’s system with her
Indigenous identity. Shade, a Blackfoot woman from the Kainai First Nation in Alberta, Canada, chose to
study the plant for her undergraduate honours research at the suggestion of her grandfather. “It was
important to me that the research began with my grandfather and learning that oral history, but also
bringing it to life with Western science,” she says.

Haley Shade (far left) and fellow students, Tanner Lockwood and Haley Allard, examine prairie plant species with
Roy Golsteyn (right). Credit: University of Lethbridge

Shade, who is now a medical student at the University of Calgary in Alberta, says she hopes her
involvement in Prairies to Pharmacy can help to lay the groundwork for other young Indigenous
researchers to participate in similar collaborative work, and help to inform a framework for how to use
both traditional knowledge and Western science to advance discovery of the natural world. These kinds of
collaborations and partnerships, once relatively rare in the natural sciences in Canada, are now actively
encouraged by government funding agencies. “We’re in a cultural revolution in terms of our relationship
with the First Nations communities in Canada,” says Roy Golsteyn (biochemist and director of Lethbridge
University’s Cancer Cell Laboratory and Natural Product Laboratory).
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Arizona law allows greater cultural expression at graduation
(Chad Bradley, Cronkite News: 29 Nov 2021)
PHOENIX – Just minutes before her high school graduation in Gallup, New Mexico, three years ago,
Dakotah Harvey was told to remove the eagle feather from her mortarboard or she would be escorted out
of the ceremony and her diploma would be withheld. Her grandfather had tied the feather to the cap’s
tassel earlier that day, Harvey told Cronkite News. He loaned it to her after performing a Navajo prayer in
celebration of her achievement. “I didn’t have the heart to tell him I couldn’t wear it,” Harvey said.
To Navajos and many other Indigenous peoples, the eagle feather is an important and sacred component
of many ceremonies and blessings. In April, Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey signed legislation that public schools
can’t prohibit Indigenous students from “wearing traditional tribal regalia or objects of cultural significance
at a graduation ceremony.” The bill specifically includes eagle feathers or eagle plumes. Cultural regalia
includes hair buns, rug dresses, woven sashes, moccasins, beadwork and turquoise jewelry, including
bracelets, belts and necklaces. New Mexico does not have a similar law.

Lourdes Pereira stands next to Gov. Doug Ducey on Sept. 1 as he
signs House Bill 2705, which prevents schools from banning Native
dress at graduation. Pereira three years ago helped change Tucson
Unified School District policy that had required special permission
to display such regalia. (Photo courtesy of Lourdes Pereira)
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Decolonizing Conservation: Native Communities Know How to Protect Nature
(Kate Wheeling, Teen Vogue: 14 Jan 2022)
Jessica Hernandez found her way to conservation science and environmental justice through her
grandmother—and her knowledge about the natural world, accumulated over generations. Maria de Jesus,
a member of southern Mexico’s Zapotec community, showed her granddaughter how to tend the family
milpa, where they harvested beans, corn, squash, medicinal plants and even grasshoppers. She led
Hernandez on hikes through the mountains surrounding her house, explaining how plants and animals
interact in the local ecosystem. “She instilled in me the kinships that we carry on as Indigenous peoples,”
Hernandez said.
Hernandez grew up in South Central Los
Angeles, the daughter of Indigenous
immigrants from Mexico and El
Salvador. As a child, she frequently
visited her mother’s native Oaxaca. “The
community that we had that went
beyond humans, to include the animals
and the plants.” When Hernandez went
to graduate school to study ecology, she
thought the wisdom passed on from her
ancestors would be seen as an asset.
She wrote a paper on fisheries that
weaved in teachings from her father,
who had been a fisherman in his native
El Salvador. But to her surprise, she was
humiliated for it.
“The professor asked me, ‘Is this Jessica’s theory? Where is your citation?” Hernandez recalls in “Fresh
Banana Leaves: Healing Indigenous Landscapes Through Indigenous Science”, out this month. Hernandez,
31, is an environmental scientist at the University of Washington and an outspoken critic of Western
conservation movements, which she says often ignore or co-opts Indigenous science and sideline the
communities who have produced that knowledge.

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!
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Indigenous lore and the fire knowledge we ignore (DevDiscourse: 18 Jan 2022)
At the core of Indigenous approaches to fire is Traditional law and lore. Indigenous law is coded in the lore,
the stories that define culture. Both lore and law are rooted in the landscape. According to lore, the
landscape will convey its need for burning based on factors such as the accumulation of dead plant
material or the decline in resource conditions. These stories may also convey the penalties for not
following the laws of the land, as the Buttes do, or as depicted in Aboriginal fire paintings.
Early white settlers noted that in the
autumn or at the onset of the rainy
season, Indigenous people would burn
to 'clean up' landscape to remove
accumulated woody fuels on the
ground and facilitate the growth of
luxuriant grasses and herbs. This
knowledge shapes how culture
interacts with fire and more specifically
how, what, where, when, and why
burning occurs for cultural and
environmental reasons. Indigenous fire
knowledge is fluid, changing with
changing conditions, and the ability to
read the landscape comes with proper
training. The concept of 'proper
training', however, arguably plays out differently today from Indigenous fire knowledge of the past due to
the impact of history and politics.
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Satellite Observations Enhanced with Inuit Knowledge Chart a Changing Arctic
(Chris Baraniuk, Hakai Magazine: 17 January 2022)
As winter descends and the sea freezes along the northern coast of Baffin Island, Nunavut, Andrew Arreak
prints out the latest version of his ice map and heads into town. A researcher and member of the Inuit
community in Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet), Arreak’s annotated satellite images, which he posts every week in
supermarkets and community buildings and distributes by email to friends, hotel owners, and hunters,
reveal through color-coding where the ice is currently safe for travel, and where it remains thin and
dangerous.
“Young guys or hunters are eager to be out there, to be the first ones to be on the ice, to be the first one to
harvest the seal,” Arreak says. “It helps them plan their trip.”

Scientists have compiled a detailed atlas of the sea ice near Mittimatalik, Nunavut. Photo by Mauritius Images
GmbH/Alamy Stock Photo

The weekly maps put out by the SmartICE sea ice monitoring and information service, where Arreak works,
offer an unexpectedly detailed look at the sea ice conditions in the region. Typically, determining the
thickness of sea ice from satellite images alone is difficult, if not impossible. But over the past three years,
Arreak has been working with other sea ice researchers to assemble a new atlas capturing historical sea ice
trends around Mittimatalik. In a case of orbital data gathering meets Inuit knowledge, Arreak and his
colleagues drew on the knowledge and insight of community members to carefully interpret thousands of
satellite images covering 23 years of annual sea ice break-up and freeze-up.
By scouring conditions recorded between 1997 and 2019, the team made digital maps showing normal sea
ice activity for particular weeks of the year. The result is an atlas that reveals, in minute detail, how the ice
tends to wax and wane, right down to specific inlets and bays. The data gleaned from this work provides a
baseline understanding of how sea ice behaves in this part of the world. That research helps Arreak
produce his weekly maps showing how the ice may be deviating from past norms.
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At The Story Collider, Indigenous scientists reflect on their experiences
(Sarah Kronenfeld, The Varsity: 17 October 2021)

Neilson (left) and
Morriseau (right)
try to bring
Indigenous voices
into their research.
Courtesy of Hilding
Neilson and Taylor
Moriseau.

There’s a noted lack of Indigenous presence in much of academia. This is a particularly pervasive problem
in STEM fields. According to Statistics Canada, less than two per cent of people in Canada who work in
STEM are Indigenous. On September 30, Canada’s inaugural Truth and Reconciliation Day, The Story
Collider — a podcasting organization that showcases stories from people currently working in science —
held a virtual Toronto liveshow named “Indigenous in STEM” designed to spotlight the voices of Indigenous
scientists in Canada. The two speakers featured at the show spoke about their experiences as Indigenous
scientists in Canada, Indigenous science, and the futures they’d like to see for their fields.
Hilding Neilson, one of the speakers, is an assistant professor in the David A. Dunlap Department of
Astronomy & Astrophysics at U of T, and it’s obvious that he enjoys his field of study immensely. “There’s
nothing more privileged in this world, I think, than having the ability to do astrophysics,” he told The Story
Collider’s audience. He’s spent most of his life studying space, and when he talks about his teaching work,
his eyes light up. But he’s also been in the field long enough to know how much it’s limited by white and
Western settler perspectives. The astronomy curricula in his department are heavily centered on the
history of Western astronomy research. In the few places where other perspectives are mentioned, they’re
always presented within a white Western context.
“I get to teach courses about… great moments [in] the history of astronomy, from Aristotle, to Copernicus,
to Galileo, to Brahe, to Kepler, to Newton, to Einstein. There’s a wonderful history of great white men and
their achievements. But there’s so much missing,” said Neilson. For a long time, he wasn’t sure how to find
any of the missing pieces. Neilson, who is Mi’kmaw, grew up without many personal ties to his heritage or
Mi’kmaw communities. He was introduced to physics by a curriculum informed by settler colonial
perspectives, and for many years, he didn’t have the chance to meet many other Indigenous people in
astrophysics. “There are so few Indigenous people in STEM and in physics. If you go into physics, it’s even
fewer,” he said in an interview with The Varsity.
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Indigenous Guardians are patrolling the front lines of climate change
(Kieron O'Dea & Dawna Friesen, Global News: 13 Nov 2021)
As long as anyone can remember, the rivers and streams on British Columbia’s central coast have pulsed
with salmon this time of year. It’s something the Heiltsuk people have tended to and depended upon over
countless lifetimes. With a watchful eye, Josh Vickers wades carefully through the spawning beds. “Salmon
are the heartbeat of my people,” he says. He lists off the various species of salmon as they thrash and
thread their way around him on their way upstream. “We have pinks, and here we have cohos, and here
we have sockeye and a little bit of chum so far.” Vickers is part of a team of Indigenous Guardians from the
Heiltsuk Nation, carrying out vital fieldwork that combines science with traditional knowledge.

A Coastal Guardian Watchman boat lands on Kunsoot Creek in Heiltsuk
Territory, B.C., to monitor the salmon run. Kieron O'Dea

“When we’re up the creek walking, what we’re looking for is live salmon and dead salmon and what
species are at what place,” he tells Global’s current affairs program, The New Reality. He and his team are
monitoring one of nature’s great wonders: the salmon run. Millions are on a journey from the deep ocean
saltwater to their spawning grounds up in the coastal watersheds.
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Center combines Indigenous and Western knowledge to fight climate change
(Chloe Trofatter, Great Lakes Echo: 7 January 2022)
Michigan State University and the Sault Ste Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians are fighting climate change
while preserving Anishinaabeg cultural practices. Incorporating Indigenous voices and working with the
Sault Tribe has transformed their approach to science and research, according to both Gary Roloff and Eric
Clark, co-leaders of MSU’s newly established Center for Cooperative Ecological Resilience. The center
integrates Indigenous and Western sciences to improve and adapt natural resource management. “One of
the big challenges we’re facing is how to integrate Indigenous ways of acquiring knowledge with Western
science,” said Roloff, professor and chairperson of MSU’s Department of Fisheries and Wildlife. The center
primarily works with the Sault Tribe and, in the past year, has focused on fire ecology and the use of
prescribed fire in the restoration of Michigan forests. Fire, or ishkode to the tribe, is an important part of
their culture and a tool that can be used for wildlife management.
Roloff said that the partnership informs his science. “Now that I recognize
those two ways of knowing, it has made me a better scientist because I
look more holistically at the ways that I am studying,” Roloff said. “The
tribes have a different way of acquiring knowledge than Western
scientists,” We were taught the scientific methods, and that’s a perfectly
legitimate way of acquiring knowledge, but the tribes have a way of
acquiring knowledge over time and passing on information from
generation to generation.” Fegan is using her Western-science-based
education and Indigenous ties to the land to fuel her work. “In my personal
and my work life, I’ve acknowledged some responsibility for taking care of
these places,” she said. “Anishinaabeg folks, including the Sault Tribe, have
had long relationships with the land and everyone else that lives here –
including the water and wildlife, tree species and down to microorganisms,” she said. “So, I think that puts us in a good spot to take care of
this land and these ecosystems.”
Eric Clark, wildlife biologist for the Sault Tribe of Chippewa Indians. Supplied

Connecting through Indigenous knowledge
(Jordan Terpstra, University of Guelph: 6 January 2022)
Improving the teaching of Environmental Science by referring to local Anishinaabe knowledge
Acquiring knowledge is a lifelong process. Some
may find that daunting, but others find it
empowering. Brad Howie (seen left), an
Anishinaabe Master of Environmental Sciences
student, falls into the latter category. He is a
student at his core and his approach to learning is
inspired by the Indigenous value of
interconnectedness. Brad believes the approach
to sharing knowledge should be connected as
well. Through research and interpretive signs, he
has brought Anishinaabe teachings to the
University of Guelph’s Arboretum. He worked
with Indigenous Elders and Knowledge Holders, as well as his advisors Drs. Jesse Popp and Andrew Young,
to create a series of signs, titled Mtigwaaki (“to be among the trees”).
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Dr. Popp is the Chair in Indigenous Environmental Science and a member of the Wiikwemkoong Unceded
Territory. Her research and teaching weaves Indigenous and Western ways of knowing to contribute to the
advancement of environmental and ecological science. She is supporting many Indigenous initiatives for
the Arboretum and knew this project would align well with Brad’s passion for science communication and
education. “The signs are meant to be universal,” he says. “It doesn’t matter the season, if you are a
scientist, child or adult. It doesn’t matter what point in life you are at or what race you are. The signs
should speak to everyone.” His project was guided by Indigenous philosophies of reciprocity and two-eyed
seeing, which embraces learning to see the strengths of Indigenous knowledge through one eye and of
Western knowledge through the other.

Māori perspectives could be the key to curbing high drowning rates, expert says
(Sam Sachdeva, Newsroom.co.nz, 28 Dec 2021)
Māori knowledge can be used to curb “appalling” drowning statistics in Aotearoa, an expert says. A report
released on Tuesday revealed there were 75 preventable drownings in 2021, with Māori overrepresented,
making up 31 per cent of deaths. Dr Chanel Phillips (Ngāti Hine, Ngāpuhi) is an expert on Māori water
safety and says there are gaps in education which can be addressed using Māori perspectives. “Our
drowning statistics over the summer have just been appalling, and it's an absolute tragedy,” she said. Her
research looks at how Māori oral narratives such as pūrākau (creation stories), mōteatea (chants), karakia
(incantations), whakataukī (proverbs) and pepeha (tribal aphorisms) can be used to understand water
safety from a Māori perspective. “A lot of it has happened around our food gatherings, so our diving
particularly,” she said. "So where can we, I guess, reinstate our tikanga, all those practices around teaching
our Māori tāne primarily around safe diving, but in a kaupapa Māori context."

Water safety expert Dr
Chanel Phillips says
Māori perspectives can
help curb “appalling”
drowning statistics.
Supplied
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Draft history curriculum misses 600 years of Aotearoa New Zealand's past
(John Gerritsen, RNZ: 20 May 2021)
An expert panel has criticised Aotearoa New Zealand's Histories curriculum draft for omitting topics,
including women, labour and economics, and the single largest block of the country's human history - the
600 years of pre-European Māori life. In a report on the draft version of Aotearoa New Zealand's Histories
curriculum, the panel convened by the Royal Society of New Zealand to advise the Education Ministry said
it strongly supported the introduction of New Zealand's histories into the core curriculum and strongly
commended placing Māori history central to New Zealand history. The report said it was impossible for
students to understand citizenship without knowledge of history. However, it said the panel "has concerns
about the brevity, fragmentation, and, therefore, coherence of the curriculum draft".
"While no curriculum can be comprehensive in telling all of Aotearoa New Zealand's histories, the effect of
overly compacting the curriculum has led to major gaps, which in turn may make a good deal of the
existing content partial or even incomprehensible," the report said. It said the draft included almost
nothing on two areas that were initially intended to be key themes in the curriculum – first encounters
between Māori and Europeans, and late 20th century New Zealand and the emergence of national
identity.

A document from the Treaty of Waitangi.
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Indigenous traditional knowledge to be included in US efforts against climate change for
first time (Shondiin Silversmith, AZ Mirror: 16 Nov 2021)
For the first time in history, a Presidential administration has committed to incorporating traditional
Indigenous knowledge into the scientific, technical, social, and economic advancement of the United
States. President Joe Biden pledged on Monday during the opening of the White House Tribal Nations
Summit to be the first president to work with the tribes to comprehensively incorporate Tribal Ecological
Knowledge into the federal government’s scientific approach to fight climate change.
“With Tribal consultation and input from knowledge holders and practitioners, the Administration will
develop a guidance document for federal agencies on how the collection and application of such
knowledge can be mutually beneficial to Tribes, Native communities, and federal agencies and can
strengthen evidence-based analysis and informed decision-making across the federal government,” the
White House said in a statement.

A panel on climate change Nov. 16, 2021, at the White House Tribal
Nations Summit. L to R: Brenda Mallory, Council on Environmental
Quality; Morgan Rodman, executive director of the White House Council
on Native American Affairs; White House Climate Advisor Gina McCarthy;
Kawerak, Inc. President and CEO Melanie Bahnke; Gila River Indian
Community Governor Stephen Roe Lewis; and Suquamish Tribal
Chairman Leonard Forsman. Screenshot via WhiteHouse.gov

A joint memorandum was released on Monday officially recognizing Indigenous Traditional Ecological
Knowledge as one of the important bodies of knowledge, as well as providing background on how they
plan on implementing Biden’s request. The memo describes Indigenous knowledge as “a body of
observations, oral and written knowledge, practices, and beliefs that promote environmental sustainability
and the responsible stewardship of natural resources through relationships between humans and
environmental systems.” This knowledge can be applied to biological, physical, cultural and spiritual
systems. “Indigenous Traditional Ecological Knowledge is owned by Indigenous people — including, but not
limited to, Tribal Nations, Native Americans, Alaska Natives, and Native Hawaiians,” the memo states.
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A joint memorandum was released on Monday officially recognizing Indigenous Traditional
Ecological Knowledge as one of the important bodies of knowledge, as well as providing
background on how they plan on implementing Biden’s request. First page pictured above.
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Collaborative USask art project celebrating Indigenous knowledge reaches final step
(Shannon Boklaschuk, University of Saskatchewan, 17 Sept 2021)
The project, anohc kipasikônaw/we rise/niipawi, was conceived in the College of Arts and Science as a way
to celebrate Indigenous knowledge systems. To highlight the 13 moons of the lunar cycle, it was planned
for 13 carved stone steps to be installed on the USask campus over a period of months. On Sept. 21, 2021,
at 11 am, the last of the steps will be installed during a public event at the Gordon Snelgrove Gallery. The
installation of the 13th stone coincides with nôcihitowipîsim, or “Rutting Moon.” College of Arts and
Science Dean Dr. Peta Bonham-Smith (PhD) and USask Provost and VP Academic Dr. Airini (PhD) will offer
messages at the event.

The steps were hand-carved with Cree syllabics representing the traditional names of the 13 moons.
(Photo: Vanessa Hyggen)

The steps, reclaimed from a staircase in the Thorvaldson Building on campus, were hand-carved with Cree
syllabics representing the traditional names of the 13 moons. When the COVID-19 pandemic closed USask
buildings, Prof. jake moore relocated the stone steps so Bonny could complete final elements of the
carving off-site, with the assistance of Hyggen, moore, family members and others. For moore, engaging in
a deeper understanding of pre-colonial measures of time that are connected to the natural world—rather
than looking at the world as measured through Greenwich Mean Time, as used in business and industry—
was “a potent idea.” This concept, forwarded by Tootoosis, became central to anohc kipasikônaw/we
rise/niipaw.
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Anishinabe knew secret to winter warmth along Grand River: Cattails
(Jane Ladley, Michigan Live: 21 Jan 2019)
GRAND HAVEN --- Approximately one month from today marks the end of the fall season. The growing
season is over, and most of us are preparing our lawns and gardens for winter as we rush to rake leaves
and empty flower pots. As daily temperatures drop, it's hard to imagine a Michigan winter without a warm
and secure modern dwelling to escape the cold and snow. But the Anishinabek, the natives who occupied
the Grand River basin over 600 years ago, didn't only survive, they thrived. Just how did the manage to
build structures that could keep them warm without the benefit of modern technology? For an answer to
this question, I turned to Kevin Finney of the Great Lakes Lifeways Institute, who gave a lecture at Grand
Haven's Loutit Library last weekend. As a lifetime student of Native American heritage and culture, Finney
addressed the Anishinabe methods of transitioning from fall to winter.
How did the Anishinabek
stay warm and dry during
the long Michigan winters?
The answer lay in a plant
that thrives in a wet
environment and that
most don't look at twice
when they see it. It is the
cattail. Abundant along the
banks of the Grand River,
the Anishinabek harvested
them every fall. Cattail
leaves are semi-circular (cshaped) and can be
interlocked together in
layers, very much like the
terracotta roof tiles of
Photo from “Indian Life in the Upper Great Lakes: 11,000 B.C. to A.D. 1800,” by
Mediterranean style
George Irving Quimby
homes. After harvesting
they were dried out and
then interlocked, layered and stitched together with a sharpened rib bone from a large animal (most likely
a bear) threaded with the tough inner fibers of the Basswood tree. The women made new sets of mats
every year. An average mat measured 8 to 10 feet long and about 5 feet wide. One 4 foot section of cattail
mat contained approximately 1400 leaves!
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Traditional shelters in North America

(As seen on many websites, original attribution unavailable.)
https://www.facebook.com/LeafofLifefilms/photos/a.103746437905012/431786408434345/
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Water Wisdom: The Indigenous Scientists Walking in Two Worlds
(Jane Palmer, EOS.org: 22 November 2021)
Meet the international researchers who draw on both academic training and cultural experience to help
Indigenous communities protect water, restore ecosystems, and sustain traditional resources.
Every year, on one day in October,
generations of the Washoe Tribe gather
on the shores of Lake Tahoe for a day of
fishing using handmade spears,
harpoons, and nets made from willow,
dogbane, and other traditional materials.
The Washoe have centered their lives
around Lake Tahoe for thousands of
years, catching and drying fish in the
summers to sustain them through the
winters. But in the colonialist world, the
tribe of roughly 1,400 members has little
access to the lake. Now, only once a
Vance Farrant and his older brother, Nakoa Farrant, clear invasive
plant species from the side of Kalou, a historic Kanaka Maoli
year, through a partnership with the
freshwater fishpond in Waiale‘e, Hawai’i. Credit: Nick Farrant
California Department of Fish and
Wildlife, the Washoe hold a ceremonial
day of fishing when they use traditional techniques to reduce overpopulation of non-native kokanee
salmon.
“Everybody looks forward to this day because they are not only revitalizing our traditional practices, but
they are also doing something that’s important for our homelands,” said Washoe Tribal Council member
Helen Fillmore. Fillmore is also a researcher at the University of Nevada, Reno, where she is investigating
the climate resiliency of water resources on reservation lands of the Great Basin and southwestern United
States, and is interning with the aquatics research team at the University of California, Davis Tahoe
Environmental Research Center. One of just a handful of remaining speakers of the Washoe language, in
2017 she published a commentary on how the language can help inform hydrologic and environmental
models.
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INDIGENOUS AND WESTERN SCIENCE – A CONTINUING EXPLORATION

Following on from the recent energetic discussions in New Zealand regarding the place
of Maori knowledge in their school and university science curricula (see articles in our
previous bulletins of August and November 2021), this important debate continues. On
the following pages we list recent articles and commentary that explore Indigenous
Science and how it relates to the mainstream, dominant, colonial cultures’ science
(a.k.a. Western Science).
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Richard Dawkins' foray into the NZ science curriculum isn't helpful
(Peter Griffin, Stuff NZ: 13 Dec 2021)
Richard Dawkins has never been one to mince words. The famed British evolutionary biologist and bestselling author is perhaps best known for advancing the cause of radical atheism worldwide. I count myself
as a fan. His 2006 book The God Delusion crystallised the arguments that convinced me to sever myself
from the last vestiges of Catholicism and embrace my godlessness. But I cringed at Dawkins’ latest missive,
delivered in typical strident style to his 2.9 million Twitter followers. In a letter titled Myths Do Not Belong
in Science Classes, Dawkins took aim at NZ’s peak body for science and humanities, Royal Society Te
Apārangi. The society, where I had the pleasure of working for nearly 10 years, is currently considering
complaints against two of its fellows, both University of Auckland academics.
“No indigenous myths from anywhere in
the world, no matter how poetic or
hauntingly beautiful, belong in science
classes,” he wrote. “Science classes are
emphatically not the right place to teach
scientific falsehoods alongside true
science. Creationism is still bollocks even it
[sic] is indigenous bollocks,” he added.
He didn’t mention Professor Garth Cooper
and Emeritus Professor Robert Nola, the
two academics who are in the gun. I
Richard Dawkins makes a point in Sydney in 2014. His criticism
personally think it ridiculous that they are
of mātauranga Māori in the science curriculum is devoid of
subject to these complaints. Have we
cultural context, argues columnist Peter Griffin. DON ARNOLD /
become so timid that academics can’t
GETTY IMAGES
debate these issues without fear of being
thrown out of the Royal Society? But while the academics see themselves as defenders of science, they
should have taken a closer look at the society’s code of conduct, which requires members to be “respectful
to other people, including acting with cultural intelligence and intellectual rigour (pūkenga), and respecting
diverse values and communities (manaakitanga).” A rational argument can still cause offence. The society
is between a rock and a hard place. If the panel considering the complaints finds the academics breached
the code, it will be pilloried by Dawkins and his followers for giving in to “wokeism”.
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Royal Society investigation into mātauranga Māori letter sparks academic debate
(Sam Sachdeva, Newsroom.co.nz, 28 Dec 2021)
A debate over the role of Western science in colonisation has spiralled into a disciplinary process within an
academic organisation, leading to claims of a chilling effect on academic freedoms. The August 2021
edition of this bulletin covered the issues in detail. We anticipate that in a future edition we will further
explore the issues more formally from a First Nations’ perspective (cue Dr Liz).
Two authors of a controversial letter on the scientific status of Māori knowledge may be expelled from a
prestigious academic society, following several complaints. News of the disciplinary process within Royal
Society Te Apārangi has led some of the winners of its most significant award to threaten their own
resignations over what they see as an impingement on academic freedoms. A July letter in The Listener,
signed by seven professors from the University of Auckland, raised concerns about an NCEA working
group’s proposal to give mātauranga Māori (Māori knowledge) parity with other forms of Western
knowledge.
The open letter said the working group's description of one potential course, as promoting “discussion and
analysis of the ways in which science has been used to support the dominance of Eurocentric views
(among which, its use as a rationale for colonisation of Māori and the suppression of Māori knowledge);
and the notion that science is a Western European invention and itself evidence of European dominance
over Māori and other indigenous peoples”, perpetuated “disturbing misunderstandings of science
emerging at all levels of education and in science funding”.

“Science itself does not colonise. It has been used to aid colonisation, as have literature and art. However,
science also provides immense good, as well as greatly enhanced understanding of the world.” While
indigenous knowledge was “critical for the preservation and perpetuation of culture and local practices,
and plays key roles in management and policy ... in the discovery of empirical, universal truths, it falls far
short of what we can define as science itself”. The letter sparked significant controversy in the wake of its
publication.
The New Zealand Association of Scientists said it was “dismayed” by the letter, stating “science has an
ongoing history of colonising when it speaks over Indigenous voices, ignores Indigenous knowledge, and
privileges a limited, Western-dominated view of science”, while University of Auckland vice chancellor
Dawn Freshwater told staff in an email the letter had “caused considerable hurt and dismay among our
staff, students and alumni”.
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NOTE: The following two articles do not represent the views of the ISN but are included to assist with seeing
the issue through colonisers’ eyes. Both appear to set up straw men to demolish misleading statements, a
debating tactic favoured by many in politics. Unsurprisingly, the first article contains four images, one
showing Maori in full cultural dress celebrating Waitangi Day, the other three being images of white male
commentators in suits (the only experts quoted in the article)!! The second article contains many
misrepresentations of Indigenous science. Great fodder for media studies of implicit bias and racism.

New Zealand academic is CANCELLED for opposing plans to teach Maori creation myth in
science classes: Now faces expulsion from country's Royal Society
(Stephen Wynn-Davies for MAILONLINE: 12 December 2021)
Fury has erupted after academics in New Zealand were threatened with expulsion from the Royal Society
for criticising plans that would see Maori knowledge added to the school curriculum. Current and former
professors at the University of Auckland wrote a letter to the editor of the New Zealand Listener criticising
a government working group's plans to give the same weight to Maori mythology as they do to science in
the classroom. The letter was signed by seven professors, including Garth Cooper, a professor of
biochemistry and clinical biochemistry at the University of Auckland.
The authors of the letter argued they were exercising their rights under New Zealand’s Education Act,
which allows academics and students freedom to 'state controversial or unpopular opinions' as well as
'question and test received wisdom'. But those complaining said the authors had committed at least nine
breaches of the Royal Society's code of professional standards and ethics, which included claims of failing
to behave with 'integrity and professionalism'.
Columnist Rod Liddle (pictured left), writing in today's Sunday Times,
called the reaction to the professor's letter 'madness and stupidity'. He
wrote: '(Professor Cooper) signed an open letter suggesting that, while it
was important everybody knew about the interesting Maori take on
creation, “In the discovery of empirical, universal truths, it falls far short
of what we can define as science itself. All of those academics, and the
Royal Society, know full well that the Maori explanation for the creation
of the world is not correct. And yet, hypocritically and patronisingly, they
pretend otherwise.”

Will Decolonization Destroy Science?
(David F. Coppedge, Creation Evolution Headlines: January 15, 2022)
In its rush to appease woke radicals, Big Science* is not thinking clearly. It is embracing the leftist terms
diversity, inclusion, equity, and the rest, while trying to show remorse for its past sins, like scientific racism
and eugenics. While some of these moves are overdue, some could backfire. One leftist tactic is to prejudge any institution they don’t like with the term “colonial” to brand it as racist. The emotional effect of
this half-truth is to cast automatic suspicion on anything coming from Europe or America, including (but
not limited to) western science. The twisted thinking is that the founders of modern science were
predominantly light-skinned and must be judged as “white supremacists” automatically without further
discussion. Some “woke” activists have gone so far as to assert that mathematics is racist, and almost
anything white people do is racist. Conversely, they think anything “indigenous” must be embraced as pure
and undefiled by colonialism. (see “Woke Science Is Dead Science, 12 June 2021, and “Wokeism Will
Destroy Science,” 8 December 2021).
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There is truth in the history of white European colonialism, but behavior is not the same as worldview, and
should be kept distinct from it. History also shows examples of colonialism up to and including slavery and
genocide by non-whites going back to the dawn of civilization. Because of the tendency to paint people
groups with a broad brush, wisdom requires differentiating behaviors from worldviews. The historical fact
that science was birthed in Christian Europe since the Middle Ages has nothing to do with skin color or
colonial behavior per se. The founders of science intended for the scientific method to be a boon to all
people, as it has been. The scientific revolution is now broad-based across all continents and people
groups. Nevertheless, there have been abuses by white scientists against indigenous peoples.

Resting on the shoulders of giants: Caltech scientists, c. 1950, including Einstein. Their achievements were not due to
their skin color, but to the worldview that bequeathed to them the value of reason, mathematics and rigorous
explanation based on tested observations. The institution should have been more welcoming to non-white students
and scientists, but did not have to embrace unscientific worldviews.

With that background, let’s examine Big Science’s latest attempts to “decolonize” science. We will try to
distinguish between bad behavior and worldview. Be aware that a worldview can certainly motivate good
or bad behavior, but again, painting with a broad brush is ill advised. Some people with dangerous
worldviews can act nice in person. Some people with constructive worldviews do bad things.
*Big Science is our term not for individual scientists, but for the journal editors, academic deans, media
moguls, lobbyists and other power brokers who say they “speak for science” while censoring anyone who
doubts the “consensus” as determined by themselves.
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It took science for Polynesians to settle the corners of the vast Pacific
(Morgan Godfery, Stuff NZ: 20 Dec 2021)
OPINION: Richard Dawkins has something to say about mātauranga Māori (Link). Writing that sentence felt
a little dirty, like announcing Donald Trump has something to say about riots. Do we really need to hear
from a British retiree about an indigenous knowledge system he knows nothing about? Of course not. But
in the spirit of Christmas – a holiday that Dawkins, who is militantly anti-Christian, presumably doesn’t
celebrate – I thought it worth engaging with his argument that “Māori myths” aren’t a form of science.
Why? Because a rump of New Zealand academics and conservative activists subscribe to the same talking
point, arguing that those same “myths” shouldn’t form part of the country’s science curriculum.

It took scientific knowledge not
only for to Māori to reach New
Zealand but to adapt tropical
crops, like kūmara, originally
from South America, to our
temperate climate, Morgan
Godfery writes. Image Kevin
Stent

The evolutionary biologist demands “Māori ideas” are taught in “theology” before conceding that
Polynesian navigation was “comparable” to the “noble human enterprise of science itself”. Dawkins can’t
quite bring himself to acknowledge the obvious. Polynesian navigation is science. It took an empirical
knowledge of ocean currents, prevailing winds, celestial movements, bird migrations, sailing technology,
double-hull technology, the preservation of crops over long distances and climatic changes, and so on for
Polynesians – the ancestors of Māori – to settle the corners of the vast Pacific. This scientific knowledge
forms the whakapapa of what we call mātauranga Māori. It took scientific knowledge, for example, not
only to reach New Zealand but to adapt tropical crops to our temperate climate. Māori were so successful
in this respect that kūmara, originally from tropical South America, was adapted to freezing Dunedin

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!
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Weaving Indigenous knowledge into the scientific method
(Saima May Sidik, Nature: 11 Jan 2022) Link
Many scientists rely on Indigenous people to guide their work — by helping them to find wildlife, navigate
rugged terrain or understand changing weather trends, for example. But these relationships have often felt
colonial, extractive and unequal. Researchers drop into communities, gather data and leave — never
contacting the locals again, and excluding them from the publication process. Today, many scientists
acknowledge the troubling attitudes that have long plagued research projects in Indigenous communities.
But finding a path to better relationships has proved challenging. Tensions surfaced last year, for example,
when seven University of Auckland academics argued that planned changes to New Zealand’s secondary
school curriculum, to “ensure parity between mātauranga Māori”, or Maori knowledge, and “other bodies
of knowledge”, could undermine trust in science.
Daniel Hikuroa is an Earth systems and environmental humanities researcher at Te Wānanga o Waipapa,
University of Auckland, New Zealand, and a member of the Māori community.
“We all have a world view. Pūrākau, or traditional stories, are a
part of Māori culture with great potential for informing science.
But what you need to understand is that they’re codified
according to an Indigenous world view. For example, in Māori
tradition, we have these things called taniwha that are like water
serpents. When you think of taniwha, you think, danger, risk, be
on your guard! Taniwha as physical entities do not exist. Taniwha
are a mechanism for describing how rivers behave and change
through time. For example, pūrākau say that taniwha live in a
certain part of the Waikato River, New Zealand’s longest, running
for 425 kilometres through the North Island. That’s the part of
the river that tends to flood. Fortunately, officials took
knowledge of taniwha into account when they were designing a
road near the Waikato River in 2002. Because of this, we’ve
averted disasters.”
“Sometimes, it takes a bit of explanation to convince nonIndigenous scientists that pūrākau are a variation on the
scientific method. They’re built on observations and
interpretations of the natural world, and they allow us to predict
how the world will function in the future. They’re repeatable,
reliable, they have rigour, and they’re accurate. Once scientists
see this, they have that ‘Aha!’ moment where they realize how
well Western science and pūrākau complement each other.”

Ureia, guardian taniwha of the
Hauraki people. Carving from the
meeting house Hotunui, 1878
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University of Auckland to host mātauranga Māori symposium in 2022
(Sapeer Mayron, Stuff.co.nz: 14 Dec 2021)
The university at a centre of a debate about the relationship between mātauranga Māori and science will
host a symposium on the subject early next year in an attempt to restore dignity to the discussions. It
comes after a letter was published in the New Zealand Listener in July 2021, signed by seven University of
Auckland academics, claiming mātauranga Māori “falls far short of... science itself”, amid discussions on
how to include it in the national secondary school curriculum. In a statement on Tuesday, University of
Auckland vice-chancellor Dawn Freshwater said the debate had since descended into “personal attacks,
entrenched positions and deliberate misrepresentations of other people’s views, including my own”.

“This important and topical debate deserves better than that,” she said. Freshwater (pictured above) said
the symposium will be held in the first quarter of 2022, and she hopes it will include representation from
all viewpoints on the subject. “I recognise it is a challenging and confronting debate, but one I believe a
robust democratic society like ours is well placed to have.” She said the university has responsibilities as a
“custodian of academic freedom and free speech” and credited the seven authors with writing their letter
“in good faith”, sparking the debate that ensued. “This is exactly what should happen in a world-class,
research-led university like ours,” she said.
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What’s Indigenous Science? with Dr. Jessica Hernandez
(Getting Curious podcast with Jonathan Van Ness: 19 Jan 2022)
Indigenous peoples represent about five percent of the world’s population—and sustain nearly 80 percent
of the world’s biodiversity. This week, Dr. Jessica Hernandez joins Jonathan to discuss the principles of
Indigenous science, Indigenous land stewardship, and what it will take to heal Indigenous landscapes. Dr.
Jessica Hernandez (Maya Ch’orti’ & Binnizá) is a transnational Indigenous scholar, scientist, and community
advocate based in the Pacific Northwest. In her new book Fresh Banana Leaves: Healing Indigenous
Landscapes Through Indigenous Science (out now!), she breaks down why western conservationism isn’t
working–and offers Indigenous models informed by case studies, personal stories, and family histories that
center the voices of Latin American women and land protectors. You can follow Dr. Hernandez on Twitter
and Instagram @doctora_nature, and keep up with her work at www.jessicabhernandez.com

The Bulletin of the Indigenous Science Network is distributed four times a
year via email directly to members. Membership is open to all. If
interested in being a part of the Network, please contact the Coordinator
via email at IndigenousSciNet@yahoo.com. Issues distributed in February,
May, August and November each year.
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TEK and Western Science
(University of Minnesota, TEK and Indigenous Knowledge Systems: accessed 15 Jan 2022)
TEK (Traditional Ecological Knowledge) has become a popular concept within the natural and social
sciences. Often it has been used as a way to compare the ecological knowledges held by Indigenous
peoples that have been passed down from generation to generation, to the ecological knowledges offered
by scientific studies, whose findings are created through western methods of research. However,
Indigenous scholars have adamantly rejected this simplistic dichotomy, positing multiple areas of overlap
between the two forms of knowledge.
Western science works to understand through simplifying and dividing complexity by isolating discrete
parts of the whole. Western science is reductionist and objective by design--values are removed from the
scientific process in an attempt to eliminate bias and encourage repeatability.
Indigenous knowledge works to understand through drawing out and embracing complexity, viewing all
things in relation to others, and recognizing the world as a series of interconnected components that
cannot, and should not, be divided or separated. Because of this, there are no isolated disciplines within
Indigenous knowledge. TEK is holistic and subjective, and values are embraced as an integral part of
understanding the world.

*Concepts in this diagram sourced from Barnhardt & Kawagley (2005), Bussey et al. (2016), Kimmerer
(2012), McGregor (2005), Stephens (2001), and Whyte (2013)
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Indigenous Knowledge, Western Science, and their interaction: rich opportunity but
caution to avoid harm is required (Tyler Jessen, Raincoast Lab: 15 Nov 2021)
Despite these historical and ongoing problems, there is a growing awareness within scientific communities
of the validity and power of Indigenous knowledge.
“‘Research’ is probably one of the dirtiest words in the Indigenous world’s vocabulary”, writes Linda
Tuhiwai Smith in the introduction of her book, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous
Peoples. Such a statement reflects the fraught relationship between science and Indigenous Peoples, who
have been the often-unwilling subjects of a variety of research. Western scientists have for centuries
studied and classified the ‘other’ through academic lenses. In this process, unique cultures and knowledges
are flattened to the width of a page.

The field of Ecology is no different. It has a history (and often present day) record of subsuming varied
Indigenous experiences into the academic scaffolding of peer-reviewed journals, rigid fields of study, and
quantitative metrics. Such harm can still occur, even in the face of historical and ongoing discounting of
Indigenous Knowledge (IK). Despite these historical and ongoing problems, there is a growing awareness
within scientific communities of the validity and power of IK. It is an undoubtedly tiresome lesson for
Indigenous Peoples to teach (and re-teach), but one that seems to be slowly getting through.
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Intercultural understandings in teaching science: A handbook for teachers
(Northern Territory Board of Studies 1999; revised 2006)
Although not a recent text, this resource contains commentary on the Western vs Indigenous science
debate which still retains some validity. Two pages from the text are reproduced below.
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RESOURCES - AUSTRALIA
Deadly Science textbooks

`

Corey Tutt of Deadly Science fame now has his name attached to five science resources:
https://www.booktopia.com.au/deadly-science-earths-changing-surface-coreytutt/book/9781922388636.html
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Australians Together – curriculum resources (accessed 15 Jan 2022)
This is a very useful website containing free resources to teach Indigenous perspectives for various aspects
of various parts of the Australian curriculum including science.
We bring First Nations people and other Australians together,
by telling stories to help us understand where we've come
from, where we are today and where we go from here.
Confidently bring First Nations stories, cultures and histories
into your classroom with our free curriculum resources,
covering key learning areas from Foundation to Year 10.
Ready-made resources that save you time and help engage
students. Make a difference in your classroom with easy-touse, ready-made resources that will help your students
understand First Nations stories, experiences and
perspectives.

Indigenous Knowledge Resources for Australian School Curricula Project
(Indigenous Knowledge Institute, University of Melbourne: 2022)
Want to include more First People's knowledge into your classroom? The UoM’s Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Curricula Project empowers all teachers to integrate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
histories and cultures in their teaching. Sections of the web-based resource include Learning Areas of:
English
Mathematics
Science
Humanities and Social Sciences
The Arts
Technology
Health and Physical Education
Also arranged by themes:
Astronomy Resources
Fire Resources
Water Resources

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Curricula Project is a University of Melbourne initiative which aims
to empower all teachers to integrate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures in their
teaching using these curriculum resources that incorporate Indigenous knowledge. The project is a
partnership between the Indigenous Studies Unit (Centre for Health Equity, MDHS), the Melbourne
Graduate School of Education and the Indigenous Knowledge Institute.
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Indigenous Science course taking enrolments (Emerging Sciences Victoria: January 2022)
Have you ever wondered how Australia’s first people incorporated science and technology into their
culture? In this course we will explore how the traditions, culture and stories of the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people embedded within them a deep understanding of how the world around them
worked. How they were able to use this knowledge to develop and grow the world’s oldest civilisation.
Over the course of the semester, students will have an opportunity to investigate and develop
their knowledge of:
• Indigenous cultures within Victoria, including development of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander cultural awareness
• The importance of oral traditions and dreamtime stories in the preservation of indigenous
science, technology and cultural knowledge
• Evidence of the application of scientific understanding and technology within the communities of
the Kulin Nation and beyond.
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Looking After Country with Fire - Aboriginal Burning Knowledge With Uncle Kuu
(Victor Steffensen, Hardie Grant Publishing: 19 Jan 2022)

Looking After Country with Fire is a picture book for 5- to 10-year-olds that demonstrates respect for
Indigenous knowledge, following the success of Victor Steffensen's bestselling adult book Fire Country.
Mother Nature has a language. If we listen, and read the signs in the land, we can understand it. For
thousands of years, First Nations people have listened and responded to the land and made friends with
fire, using this knowledge to encourage plants and seeds to flourish, and creating beautiful places for both
animals and people to live.
Join Uncle Kuu as he takes us out on Country and explains cultural burning. Featuring stunning artwork by
Sandra Steffensen, this is a powerful and timely story of understanding Australia's ecosystems through
Indigenous fire management, and a respectful way forward for future generations to help manage our
landscapes. At the back of the book, you will also find lyrics to a song written by author Victor Steffensen
with the same title, 'Looking After Country with Fire'. 
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Core cultural learning – Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australia
(AIATSIS in partnership with the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet and the Department of
Social Services: accessed 15 Jan 2022)
Core is an innovative online course developed to strengthen your organisation’s cultural capability. It's
designed to be informative, interactive and to create a greater awareness of the vast history and cultural
heritage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

Core has been developed by AIATSIS in partnership with the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
and the Department of Social Services. It builds on our years of research and involvement in cultural
competence initiatives and is informed by research collaboration with the University of Sydney’s National
Centre for Cultural Competency. Consisting of 10 interactive modules;
A foundational framework for individual learning as well as a basis for collective learning;
Learning activities that allow for critical self-reflection;
Encourages participants to undertake further study and activities — additional reading, links and
other resources are embedded throughout the course;
Promotes dialogue between participants and their supervisors; and
Contributes to cultural safety in workplaces.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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What’s the difference between a scarred tree and a carved tree?
(Teaching Indigenous Perspectives in the Australian Curriculum FB page, accessed: 15 Jan 2022)
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South Australian Science Teachers' Association Journal – Indigenous Science issue
(Mark Linkson, Coordinator ISN)
Recently one of our ISN First Nations Board members, Joe Sambono, wrote an article for the South
Australian Science Teachers' Association (SASTA) Journal. They produced a special issue on the importance
of Indigenous science. They believe that:
The Australian curriculum has
charged us as science educators to
recognise, explore and celebrate
Indigenous science practices with all
our students. The benefits form this
are obvious for both Indigenous and
non-indigenous students alike - we
stand to make a more informed,
cohesive and truthful Australia.
The aim of this edition of the Journal
is to bring together some of the key
resources and key thinkers in this
area so we can move forward with
confidence and with the joy of
discovery. The hope is that this
edition will take its place among
your most prized science teaching
resources - as a guide to point the
way ahead.
Joe's article looks at the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures
Cross-curriculum priority from the
Australian curriculum and how to support cultural responsiveness. It contains many perceptive
observations of links between science curriculum outcomes and Indigenous ways of knowing and doing
science. Congratulations Joe, a very valuable essay and resource! Most fortuitously, Joe has negotiated
with the team at SASTA to make this wonderful edition of their Journal available to members of our
network free of charge. As one of their organisers noted:
I believe the Journal does what it set out to do - which was to give a pathway for science teachers of
all levels of experience and drive no excuse but to push forward with teaching Indigenous science.
The gap that now to be filled is communicating this message further.
Please enjoy the generosity of our friends in South Australia and I commend this edition of their Journal
which can be viewed via this link:
https://indd.adobe.com/view/78697e1f-b411-4d6a-9b2e-8666dbd16500
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(Riley Callie Resources Facebook Page)
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Educator Yarns
(Jessica Staines, Koorie Curriculum: 2021)
Educator Yarns is a collection of relatable stories from the heart of our profession. This sharing aims to
build educators cultural confidence and capability, equipping one to approach the inclusion of Indigenous
perspectives with vigour and bravery. There is no book or magic wand that will ever eliminate the
possibility of getting it or doing it wrong. However, the journeys revealed throughout these chapters yarn
about the processes and dispositions required to embark on this venture respectfully, meaningfully and
with integrity. Educator Yarns shares the experiences of many educators brought together by author and
Director of the Koori Curriculum, Jessica Staines. Reflections by Jessica can be found weaved throughout
the pages provoking educators to think, feel and delve deeper.
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RESOURCES – THE WORLD
Canadian Indigenous Advisory Council Link
The CIAC consists of representatives
from the Canadian Indigenous
science, technology, engineering,
and math (STEM) community. The
primary role of the CIAC is to advise
AISES on issues of relevance and
importance to its Canadian
Indigenous (Status and Non-Status
First Nations, Metis and Inuit)
members. In addition, the CIAC also
works to assist AISES in creating
opportunities for Canadian
Indigenous members and to support
the AISES mission of substantially
increasing the representation of
Canadian Indigenous Peoples in engineering, science, and other related technology disciplines.

The Canadian Indigenous Advisory Council:
• Advises AISES on issues important to Canadian Indigenous chapters and members.
• Assists in the formation of professional and post-secondary chapters of AISES in Canada.
• Encourages K-12 Canadian Indigenous educator and student participation in AISES programming, where
appropriate.
• Serves as a liaison between the Canadian Indigenous STEM community and AISES.
• Provides networking opportunities for Canadian Indigenous AISES chapters and members.
• Promotes communication between Canadian Indigenous AISES chapters and members.
• Serves as an advocate to publicize Canadian Indigenous content in Winds of Change Magazine and on the
AISES website.
• Represents the CIAC at regularly scheduled AISES Board meetings by sending at least one co-chair.
• Provides input to National Conference proceedings in order to increase relevance for Canadian
Indigenous AISES members.
• Promotes, assists and supports AISES in hosting a gathering of Canadian Indigenous AISES members and
allies at the National Conference.
• Supports AISES in developing a biennial conference held in Canada to serve Canadian Indigenous AISES
chapters and members.
If you are interested in joining the Canadian Indigenous Advisory Council, please contact Lisa Paz, Senior
Director of Engagement and Advocacy at lpaz@aises.org
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Bioneers TEK (Traditional Ecological Knowledge) workshops
Bioneers is an innovative non-profit organization that highlights breakthrough solutions for restoring
people and planet. Founded in 1990 in Santa Fe, New Mexico by social entrepreneurs Kenny Ausubel and
Nina Simons, we act as a fertile hub of social and scientific innovators with practical and visionary solutions
for the world’s most pressing environmental and social challenges.

Photo credit: Republic of Light

Indigenous Science (TEK)
We established the Bioneers TEK (Traditional Ecological Knowledge) workshops in partnership with
Indigenous leaders and culture bearers, giving special attention to participation by California Indian tribes
to honor the fact that the annual workshop and Bioneers Conference take place on their ancestral
territories. Our Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) workshops, offered to the public the day before the
annual Bioneers Conference create a Native-led invitational space for demonstrating how Indigenous
science, traditional knowledge, and Indigenous worldviews can be practically applied to address
environmental and social challenges that all peoples face. The TEK workshop brings together Native
knowledge bearers, scholars, artists, youth, elders, and activists to address a specific theme in depth. We
hold conversations about traditional knowledge, engage in hands-on activities, and share healthy
Indigenous foods with attendees. Past TEK workshops have highlighted subjects including tending the wild
with acorns, elderberries and pine nuts; Indigenous farming; salmon; and climate change.
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Between Two Worlds Indigenous High School Science Program
(Todd Mitchell, Salish Sea Ecosystem Conference 2020)
Presentation Abstract: Traditional Swinomish culture relies on water dependent livelihoods in the Salish
Sea, centered on the Swinomish Reservation near La Conner, Washington. A common saying at Swinomish
is “when the tide is out, the table is set”; Subsistence shellfish harvests are common and Swinomish people
call themselves the “People of the Salmon.” Without a clear understanding of the interconnectedness of
nature, and a sense of stewardship over the land, our natural resources and traditional lifeways may be
threatened.
Between Two Worlds is a youth education program to give Swinomish high school students a greater
appreciation of the land and environment and provide them with the cultural and scientific tools to be
good stewards. Program goals are: 1) provide experiential learning to students in indigenous science with
an option to earn high school credit; 2) foster the next generation of stewards; and, 3) expose youth to
Tribal role models and tribal careers in STEM. Broader objectives include strengthening relationships within
the community, learning, sharing, and archiving traditional knowledge, and providing tools to help our
people work both in and outside our tribal community.
By teaching traditional indigenous science, modern technology, and environmental issues, we hope to help
repair the trauma Indigenous people have experienced over generations. The program also helps at-risk
students gain science credit for graduation through an innovative partnership with the local school district,
a need identified by the Tribal education department. Each teaching unit or subject includes classroomstyle education and field data collection for educational/illustrative purposes, with curricula and activities
that integrate science and culture. Field activities occur at local beaches, forests, and estuaries of historic
and cultural value to the Tribe, consistent with traditional place-based values. Curriculum will be archived
for future use for Swinomish educators or other tribal communities hoping to institute similar programs.
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Embracing Indigenous Knowledge In Science And Medical Teaching (Cultural Studies Of
Science Education #10)
(Mariana G. Hewson, Springer: 27 Sept 2016)
The focus of the book is on different ways of knowing: the
western scientific way (reductionist, dualistic and materialist)
versus the indigenous approach (holistic, non-dualistic, and
spiritual). It discusses both science and medicine in the context
of the challenges experienced in introducing science and
medicine into Africa through imperialism, colonization, and
globalization. It looks at selected indigenous African
paradigms, the dominant western paradigms, and the
practitioners that represent these practices.

The book deals with questions concerning compatibility and
incompatibility of different ways of knowing and delves into
epistemological stances, and the assumptions underlying these
epistemologies. The volume investigates whether, and how a
person can accommodate different epistemologies, and the
nature of such accommodations.

Traditional Ecological Knowledge in the Great Lakes Region
(University of Minnesota: accessed 15 Jan 2022) Link
This site was created to share information, context, and resources related to Indigenous Knowledge
Systems and Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK), as they relate to American Indians,* with a focus on
the Great Lakes Region of the United States. It is a collaborative project of the University of Minnesota and
the National Park Service (with additional support from the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative). Goals of
the site:
1. To encourage appropriate engagement in research and other efforts that are inclusive of Indigenous
Knowledge Systems and Traditional Ecological Knowledge.**
2. To promote respectful, consistent, and mutually beneficial collaborations with American Indian tribal
nations, their peoples, and intertribal organizations and groups.
*The term American Indian has been chosen for its use throughout the site as it is the designation most commonly used by the
United States federal government throughout its history of laws and policies pertaining to the Indigenous peoples that reside
within the lower 48 states. Whenever possible, specific names of American Indian tribal nations and their peoples should be used
in lieu of this general term. Information on Alaskan Natives and Native Hawaiians are not included in this site; readers are highly
encouraged to learn more about these groups through appropriate resources.
**The website is not a resource for specific information held within various Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Traditional
Ecological Knowledges.
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Learning Series on Indigenous Knowledge & Western Science: Collaboration, Relationship,
and Climate Solutions (Hosted by Global Council for Science and the Environment: April – June, 2021)
The inaugural Online Learning Series, "Indigenous Knowledge & Western Science: Collaboration, Relationship, and
Climate Solutions", was hosted virtually in collaboration with the Land Peace Foundation between April-June, 2021.
In this series, participants were invited to widen the lens through which they view science, decision-making and
climate solutions. The first sessions of this series focused on the history and present of the colonial apparatus, as
well as different knowledge systems and why they are important to understand. Later sessions helped participants
reflect on the nature of relationships and develop meaningful, balanced & ethical partnerships. Watch the
recordings here.
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Indigenous / Science – UBC Research Hub (accessed 15 Jan 2022)
A central depository of the University of British Columbia set up to include Indigenous culture in science
research
Our research cluster seeks to catalyze a conversation about science, with specific application to understanding
Indigenous history and the environment via both empirical evidence and critical social theory. Our focus includes the
Indigenous past, its material and historical manifestations, the environmental context within which it occurred, and
the study of this past. Our work is interdisciplinary and ovelaps with Indigenous studies, geochemistry, philosophy,
archaeology, history, legal studies, anthropology, and museology.
Indigenous/Science?
We signal the complexity and overlap of our goals and interests in our cluster title by calling this
‘Indigenous/Science,’ allowing multiple interpretations of its meaning, including the science of Indigenous traditions,
science by Indigenous scholars, the Indigenous study of science and scientists, the application of science to
Indigenous contexts, and the exploration of the cultural conceptions of Indigeneity and science.

We are driven by three principal ideas:
First, we believe that science – which can be variously defined but includes both expectations of empirical
commonality and the operation of recurring causal forces – is a valuable practice in any cultural context.
We propose that empirical evidence, when sought widely, forms a landscape of data through which
different explanations and understanding can weave.
Second, we argue that Indigenous traditional knowledge is robust scholarship comparable to other
frameworks of science, though often couched in ways that non-Indigenous scholars may not perceive or
comprehend.
Third, we argue that the identification of evidence is not always obvious and is never divorced from the
cultural context of the scholar. While we seek equitable partnerships between non-Indigenous scholars
and Indigenous scholars and communities, we acknowledge that this can be difficult.
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Incorporating Indigenous Cultures and Realities in STEM
(Future Skills Centre: accessed 15 Jan 2022)
When educators use a culturally responsive
curriculum—one that bridges Indigenous ways of
knowing with Western science—Indigenous
students are more engaged and perform better. In
recent years, many organizations across Canada
have established programs to help Indigenous
learners get ahead in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields.
However, the effectiveness of these new initiatives
is not well understood.
The inventory in Incorporating Indigenous Cultures
and Realities in STEM lists more than 100 different
programs in Canada that specifically aim to help
Indigenous learners succeed in STEM. These
programs can be sorted into eight broad strategies
for increasing Indigenous representation in STEM.
Each strategy falls into one of three periods in the
learner’s life course. Within each strategy, there are
initiatives that attempt to address cultural
difference.

Want to know how to save nature? Ask Indigenous scientists (Sarah Sax, VOX: 9 Jan 2022)
Victor Manuel Hernandez believes he wouldn’t be alive today if it
weren’t for a banana tree. As a 14-year-old resistance fighter during
the civil war in 1970s El Salvador, he hid beneath the tree’s lush, green
fronds when the military attacked his encampment. He’d been shot
and a bomb fell directly overhead. But as he recalls, the bomb landed
in the leaves of the banana tree, which he believes prevented it from
igniting — shielding him from death. After the attack ended, he
mustered the strength to break off a branch from the tree, which he
used as a crutch to walk into neighboring Guatemala to find help.
“Nature not only protected me,” he recounts in Fresh Banana Leaves:
Healing Indigenous Landscapes Through Indigenous Science, a new
book written by his daughter Jessica Hernandez, a Maya Ch’orti and
Binnizá-Zapotec Indigenous environmental scientist. “It saved my life.”
“Nature protects us as long as we protect nature,” writes Hernandez,
who is now a 31-year-old postdoctoral research fellow at the
University of Washington. “Ancestral knowledge has been sustained in
our communities,” she added in an interview. “It’s a valid form of knowledge that isn’t necessarily
validated through the Western ways, like publications and books.” This kind of knowledge forms the basis
of Indigenous science, Hernandez says, that is crucial to caring for the Earth.
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Fresh Banana Leaves – Healing Indigenous Landscapes Through Indigenous Science
(Jessica Hernandez, Penguin Random House: 18 January 2022)
An Indigenous environmental scientist breaks down why western conservationism isn’t working–and offers
Indigenous models informed by case studies, personal stories, and family histories that center the voices of
Latin American women and land protectors. Despite the undeniable fact that Indigenous communities are
among the most affected by climate devastation, Indigenous science is nowhere to be found in
mainstream environmental policy or discourse. And while holistic land, water, and forest management
practices born from millennia of Indigenous knowledge systems have much to teach all of us, Indigenous
science has long been ignored, otherized, or perceived as “soft”–the product of a systematic, centurieslong campaign of racism, colonialism, extractive capitalism, and delegitimization. mathematics, freeing us
from the cultural confines of the white male priesthood that has been the dominant paradigm, we may
begin to see exciting new research opportunities at the interface. https://www.jessicabhernandez.com/
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Indigenous Peoples’ food systems
(FAO, Alliance of Bioversity International and CIAT: 2021)
This publication provides an overview of the common and unique sustainability elements of Indigenous
Peoples' food systems, in terms of natural resource management, access to the market, diet diversity,
indigenous peoples’ governance systems, and links to traditional knowledge and indigenous languages.
While enhancing the learning on Indigenous Peoples food systems, it will raise awareness on the need to
enhance the protection of Indigenous Peoples' food systems as a source of livelihood for the 476 million
indigenous inhabitants in the world, while contributing to the Zero Hunger Goal.
In addition, the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition
(2016-2025) and the UN Food Systems Summit
call on the enhancement of sustainable food
systems and on the importance of diversifying
diets with nutritious foods, while broadening the
existing food base and preserving biodiversity.
This is a feature characteristic of Indigenous
Peoples' food systems since hundreds of years,
which can provide answers to the current debate
on sustainable food systems and resilience.

https://doi.org/10.4060/cb5131en

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!
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Indigenous Climate Action
(accessed 15 Jan 2022)
Indigenous Climate Action (ICA) is an Indigenous-led organization guided by a diverse group of Indigenous
knowledge keepers, water protectors and land defenders from communities and regions across the
country. We believe that Indigenous Peoples’ rights and knowledge systems are critical to developing
solutions to the climate crisis and achieving climate justice.
ICA works on connecting and
supporting Indigenous
communities to reinforce our
place as leaders driving climate
change solutions for today and
tomorrow. We model our work
and organizational structure on
systems of free, prior and informed
consent and self-determination. By providing communities with knowledge and resources, we can inspire a
new generation of Indigenous climate leaders building solutions centered around our inherent rights and
cultures.

Keepers of the Water
(accessed 15 Jan 2022)
We are First Nations, Métis, Inuit, environmental groups,
concerned citizens, and communities working together for
the protection of Water, air, land, and all living things, today
and tomorrow, in the Arctic Ocean Drainage Basin. The
Keepers of the Water movement was born during the first
Keepers of the Water Gathering in Liidlii Kui, Denendeh/Fort
Simpson, NWT, held on September 7, 2006.
This Gathering was called because the people of the
northern Mackenzie River Basin were becoming alarmed
with reports of increased turbidity and toxicity, and
decreased volume of water in their watershed. They wanted
to know what was happening to the water and the
ecosystems that relied upon it. Meeting on the shores of the
great Deh Cho (Mackenzie River), a gathering of Elders from
the North created the Keepers of the Water Declaration:
Water is a Sacred gift, an essential element that sustains and connects all life. It is not a commodity
to be bought or sold. All people share an obligation to cooperate in ensuring that Water, in all its
forms, is protected and conserved with regard to the needs of all living things today and for the
generations yet to come.
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Traditional Ecological Knowledge - Learning from Indigenous Practices for Environmental
Sustainability (2nd Ed.) (Melissa K. Nelson (Editor), Daniel Shilling (Editor), Cambridge Univerity Press:
3 June 2021)
This book examines the importance of Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) and how it can provide models for a time-tested
form of sustainability needed in the world today. The essays,
written by a team of scholars from diverse disciplinary
backgrounds, explore TEK through compelling cases of
environmental sustainability from multiple tribal and geographic
locations in North America and beyond. Addressing the
philosophical issues concerning indigenous and ecological
knowledge production and maintenance, they focus on how
environmental values and ethics are applied to the uses of land.
Grounded in an understanding of the profound relationship
between biological and cultural diversity, this book defines,
interrogates, and problematizes, the many definitions of
traditional ecological knowledge and sustainability. It includes a
holistic and broad disciplinary approach to sustainability, including
language, art, and ceremony, as critical ways to maintain healthy
human-environment relations.

A History of Navajo Nation Education - Disentangling Our Sovereign Body
(Wendy Shelly Greyeyes (Author), Kevin K Washburn (Foreword), The University of Arizona Press: 2022)
A History of Navajo Nation Education: Disentangling Our Sovereign
Body unravels the tangle of federal and state education programs
that have been imposed on Navajo people and illuminates the
ongoing efforts by tribal communities to transfer state authority
over Diné education to the Navajo Nation.
On the heels of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the
Department of Diné Education, this important education history
explains how the current Navajo educational system is a complex
terrain of power relationships, competing agendas, and
jurisdictional battles influenced by colonial pressures and tribal
resistance. An iron grip of colonial domination over Navajo
education remains, thus inhibiting a unified path toward
educational sovereignty. In providing the historical roots to today’s
challenges, Wendy Shelly Greyeyes clears the path and provides a
go-to reference to move discussions forward.
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Indigenous knowledge, Science and Resource Management course
(University of Victoria: 30 April to 10 May 2022)
See below for information:

The Bulletin of the Indigenous Science Network is distributed four times a
year via email directly to members. Membership is open to all. If
interested in being a part of the Network, please contact the Coordinator
via email at IndigenousSciNet@yahoo.com. Issues distributed in February,
May, August and November each year.
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Healing Plants of Fiji
(Suliana Siwatibau, ITaukei Trust Fund Board - Publishing House, Suva FIJI: 21 Dec 2021)
A 432-page hardcover book authored by a renowned local botanist on the Healing Plants of Fiji. It mentions
a total of over 270 plant species used in 1500 concoctions to treat almost 400 ailments as recorded from
traditional healers.

A new book titled ‘Healing plants of Fiji’ has been launched by the iTaukei Trust Fund Board. The book is a
record of traditional herbal medicines used in Fiji for hundreds of years to heal certain medical conditions,
and are still in use today. Author Suliana Siwatibau says she hopes her book will cultivate an interest in
natural medicines and help develop it further. The book also documents scientific information on herbal
medicines, some of which are used to treat high blood pressure, severe headaches, stomach aches and
other ailments.

The author and supporters at the book launch, 21 Dec 2021.
Photo: Fiji Government.
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PAPERS
Teacher Experiences: Integration of Indigenous Science and STEM
(Brenda Rohl, Anibeth Desierto, Leanda Mason, Emma Pearson, Fred Yasso, Vanessa Corunna:
Proceedings of The Australian Conference on Science and Mathematics Education, 2020) Link
ABSTRACT: This case study provides a preliminary exploration of academic staff experiences and
perceptions in an Australian university charged with the creation and delivery of a first-year Unit for
undergraduate students which integrates the learning of Indigenous science and STEM. The Unit is the first
of its kind for the institution and is being co-taught by teacher/facilitators from the Faculty of Science and
Engineering and the Centre for Aboriginal Studies. Drawing on Vygotskian philosophy, the study explores
the changes in educational content and differing epistemologies which can have the capacity to alter
teacher’s perceptions, experiences and conceptions of self. Reflections were gathered from teaching staff
and analysed using descriptive grounded theory methods. Initial findings suggest challenges for teachers in
the integration of differing epistemological approaches of STEM and Indigenous science and results will
help to inform teacher development in enabling Reconciliation Action Plans adopted in the Higher
Education sector. This study on teacher’s perceptions and experiences on the integration of STEM and
Indigenous science will also contribute to the current context of emerging literature on the ongoing
integration of Indigenous knowledge with STEM and on the recent adoption of Reconciliation Action Plans
by Australian educational institutions.

Extending the boundaries of non-Indigenous science to embrace the cultural curriculum
by creating a living compendium of practice
(Rebecca Cross, Rosanne Quinnell, Paul Rhodes, Glenda Wardle, Tina Bell, Alice Motion, Tom Hubble,
Zsuzsanna Dancso, Dominic Murphy, Jaime Gongora: Proceedings of The Australian Conference on
Science and Mathematics Education, 2020) Link
BACKGROUND
Embedding cultural competence (CC) into science curricula is key to the University of Sydney’s
commitment to producing students with skills and knowledge to work in cross-cultural settings. Within the
Faculty of Science, there are eight disciplinary schools who have, to some extent, endeavoured to
introduce CC into their delivery and content to ensure students achieve this graduate outcome. Cultural
competence inclusion was initiated by the Wingara Mura-Bunga Barrabugu program, with a focus on
integration of Indigenous knowledge systems (IKS) into non-Indigenous science.
PLAN
In 2018, we initiated a CC compendium to act as a bridging space between academics, to share content
and explore collaborations laterally across the faculty.
ACTIONS
This paper documents the process of interviewing academic staff and collating the compendium by
gathering teaching materials and CC teaching approaches, highlighting the points of highest resonance
within each discipline. Academics are using creative and innovative ways to extend their disciplinary
boundaries, are embracing personal and professional growth by taking on this challenge and are carving
out new pathways in science.
REFLECTION
These boundary-pushing efforts are however, marginal, and are largely being introduced by nonIndigenous academics, which raises questions about IKS inclusion as a pathway for generating CC.
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Aichi Target 18 beyond 2020: mainstreaming Traditional Biodiversity Knowledge in the
conservation and sustainable use of marine and coastal ecosystems
(Fajardo P, Beauchesne D, Carbajal-López A, Daigle RM, Fierro-Arcos LD, Goldsmit J, Zajderman S,
Valdez-Hernández JI, Terán Maigua MY, Christofoletti RA. 2021) Link
Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities (IPLCs) have inhabited coastal areas, the seas, and remote
islands for millennia, and developed place-based traditional ancestral knowledge and diversified
livelihoods associated with the biocultural use of marine and coastal ecosystems. Through their cultural
traditions, customary wise practices, and holistic approaches to observe, monitor, understand, and
appreciate the Natural World, IPLCs have been preserving, managing, and sustainably using seascapes and
coastal landscapes, which has been essential for biodiversity conservation.
At the 2018 4th World Conference on Marine Biodiversity held in Montréal, Canada, eight themed working
groups critically discussed progress to date and barriers that have prevented the achievement of the Aichi
Biodiversity Targets agreed for the period 2011–2020, and priority actions for the Post-2020 Global
Biodiversity Framework. Discussions in the “Application of Biodiversity Knowledge” working group focused
on Targets 11 and 18 and the equal valuation of diverse Biodiversity Knowledge Systems (BKS). This
Perspective Paper summarizes the 10 Priority Actions identified for a holistic biodiversity conservation,
gender equality and human rights-based approach that strengthens the role of IPLCs as biodiversity
conservation decision-makers and managers at national and international levels.
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human-nature relationships, as well as gender-balanced social, cultural, economic and ecological benefits.

Contributions of Indigenous Knowledge to ecological and evolutionary understanding
(Tyler D Jessen, Natalie C Ban, Nicholas Claxton,Chris T Darimont: Frontiers in Ecology and the
Environment, 15 November 2021)
ABSTRACT
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) is the collective term to represent the many place-based knowledges
accumulated across generations within myriad specific cultural contexts. Despite its millennia-long and
continued application by Indigenous peoples to environmental management, non-Indigenous “Western”
scientific research and management have only recently considered IK. We use detailed and diverse
examples to highlight how IK is increasingly incorporated in research programs, enhancing understanding
of – and contributing novel insight into – ecology and evolution, as well as physiology and applied ecology
(that is, management). The varied contributions of IK stem from long periods of observation, interaction,
and experimentation with species, ecosystems, and ecosystem processes. Despite commonalities between
IK and science, we outline the ethical duty required by scientists when working with IK holders. Given past
and present injustice, respecting self-determination of Indigenous peoples is a necessary condition to
support mutually beneficial research processes and outcomes.
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Who is the ocean? Preface to the future seas 2030 special issue
(Tero Mustonen, Kimberley H. Maxwell, Kaisu Mustonen, Russ Jones, Halfdan Pedersen, Nuunoq (Per Ole
Fredriksen), Jamie Graham, Dean Greeno, Suteji Hugu, Mibu Fischer & Eero Murtomäki, Reviews in Fish
Biology and Fisheries: 21 April 2021) Link
On the 20th March 2017 the New Zealand government enshrined into law that the Whanganui River is a
legal entity, having rights and responsibilities just as a human person. This was perceived as a massive
victory for Māori in getting their understanding of the river recognized in a contemporary Common Law
system, and points to the central question of this preface—who is the Ocean from Indigenous and
traditional viewpoints? It points to acknowledgement of the Māori worldview for not just the rivers but the
Ocean and all life on Earth. The Future Seas 2030 initiative and associated research is starting from a
profound new point of departure—Who is the Ocean?

Flowing through the heart of New Zealand’s
North Island, the Whanganui River is one of
the country’s most important natural
resources. (Image credit: rumboalla/Getty
Images)

This Preface captures the voices and knowledge of the involved Indigenous and local-traditional peoples,
communities and authors who are working together with marine practitioners to assess, study and
ultimately save our Mother Ocean. Following the late, great Pacific thinker, Epeli Hau’ofa, instead of
conceiving our island nations as ‘small-island states ‘, we see a sea of islands, the vastest interconnected
ecosystem of the world—our seas. Unlike most research in the past, Future Seas 2030 positions its work
so that we begin from a (new) beginning. Whilst our seas have been studied for centuries, the central
understanding of them as living entities interconnected all across the planet, and forming sentient
relations with the Indigenous and local coastal communities, has not been the starting point of such
studies within these waters in the past.
Past centuries following colonisation have entailed massive plunder, conquest, dissemination and
detached intellectual analysis from a far-away vantage point that has not understood the lifeblood and
depth of these sentient waters. Whilst these colonial practices in extraction and research still persist,
Future Seas 2030 and the courage of a potential new start adds a new and positive dimension to ocean
research and the UN Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development (2020–2030).
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Empowering her guardians to nurture our Ocean’s future
(Mibu Fischer, Kimberley Maxwell, Nuunoq, Halfdan Pedersen, Dean Greeno, Nang Jingwas, Jamie
Graham Blair, Sutej Hugu, Tero Mustonen, Eero Murtomäki & Kaisu Mustonen, Reviews in Fish Biology
and Fisheries: 27 Aug 2021) Link

Abstract
Coastal Indigenous and Traditional communities are starting to see changes to their lives from climate
change, whether this is from species range changes or displacement from land changes. For many of these
communities, the ability to adequately adapt to these changes is limited by the governance structures they
are required to live within, which differ from their customary practices and culture. In November 2019, a
group of Indigenous and Traditional Peoples, attended the Future Seas 2030 workshop and discussed the
consequences of climate change, the biggest barriers for their communities, and barriers for using traditional
knowledge in order to contribute towards a more sustainable future that in the end will benefit all of earth’s
people. The aim of this workshop was to highlight and give a voice to the various backgrounds and real-life
situations impacting on some of the world’s Indigenous and Traditional communities whose connection with
the oceans and coasts have been disrupted. This paper presents these issues of oppression, colonisation,
language and agency, making it difficult for these groups to contribute to the current management of oceans
and coasts, and asks scientists and practitioners in this space to be allies and enable the needed shift to
earth’s guardians taking a leading role in nurturing her for our future.

Fig. 1 Western Worldviews (Business as
Usual). Indigenous view of Westernisation
destroying Mother Earth including the
oceans through misuse of natural resources.
The domination of westernisation globally
was triggered through colonisation of many
groups in the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries,
leading to the current unbalanced system.
The authorship group discussed this concept
throughout the Future Seas 2030 Workshop
and those discussions were turned into this
piece by artist and Pakana man Dean Greeno,
for inclusion in this paper.
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Western Worldviews. Whilst these systems
are different, there are many similarities
between the different versions of
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Indigenous knowledge and cultural values of hammerhead sharks in Northern Australia
(Karin Gerhardt, Marine Biodiversity Hub: 2018) Link
Sharks and rays are culturally significant animals for many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander groups. The
roles they play in the lives of saltwater people are bound in the Indigenous knowledge that has been
passed down from generation to generation. Hammerhead sharks are perhaps one of the sharks most
easily recognised as having cultural significance for Indigenous people in Australia. The Indigenous
knowledge that is available about hammerhead sharks is predominantly from the Torres Strait and that
outcome may be attributed to the charismatic displays of hammerheads in art pieces, dances and stories
that Torres Strait Island people share with the wider community. Indigenous knowledge (IK) is a placebased knowledge system, so IK from one island or mainland community is relevant only to that area, and
rarely scales up to cover multiple language groups. IK is also predominantly an oral form of knowledge and
is managed (or protected) through a complex lore system that may restrict its sharing or retelling to certain
groups (e.g. women only, or young men going through initiation).

The Bulletin of the Indigenous Science Network is distributed four times a
year via email directly to members. Membership is open to all. If
interested in being a part of the Network, please contact the Coordinator
via email at IndigenousSciNet@yahoo.com. Issues distributed in February,
May, August and November each year.
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Giving Back: Deconstructing Persistence for Indigenous Students
(Jameson D. Lopez, Amanda R. Tachine; Journal of College Student Development; Johns Hopkins
University Press, Volume 62, Number 5, September-October 2021) Link

College degree attainment is critical for Native Americans because increasing professional positions such as
lawyers, health practitioners, and educators are integral to nation-building, which refers to the pursuit of
increased capacity to self-determine and self-govern for sustainable tribal communities and economic
development (Native Nations Institute, 2018). Considering the historical and current injustices imposed on
Native communities through settler colonialism and the ongoing occupation and control of Indigenous
lands (Nash, 2019), nation-building is essential. It encompasses Indigenous knowledge (epistemology and
ontology) systems (Brayboy & Maughn, 2009) that warrant further understanding in higher education
research. Research that investigates nation-building as a construct is a critical analytical direction that may
have lasting implications for how researchers measure persistence for Indigenous students.

Native student’s persistence rate from the first to second year is 57%, which is lower than their White
peers at 67% (Lopez, 2018). For the Cocopah and Quechan Tribes in this sample, first-to-second-year
persistence rates are [End Page 613] 62%, which are lower than White peers at 67% (Tachine & Lopez,
2020). Researchers often explain college persistence by a student’s ability to integrate into the institution,
relying on normalized understandings rooted in individualism and meritocracy (Lopez, 2018). However,
scholars should consider investigating whether (and how) the desire to give back (student’s pursuit of
higher education to increase the capacity of one’s tribe to self-determine and self-govern) influences
Indigenous college persistence. Thus, this study focused on the following question: How does a desire to
give back relate to first-to-second-year persistence among Cocopah and Quechan students?

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!
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INDIGENOUS ASTRONOMY
Emu Sky Exhibition (University of Melbourne. Exhibition open from 23 Nov 2021 to 30 July 2022)
Emu Sky explores Indigenous land management, knowledge, science, plant use, language and truth telling.
With a strong focus on south-eastern Australia, over 30 Aboriginal community members share their stories,
knowledge, and art practice. Emu Sky opens conversations about what we continue to risk in failing to
recognise and empower Indigenous knowledge and sustainable practice in the ongoing management of
Country. Made for all ages, the exhibition offers illuminations and invites an opportunity to listen. On view
now at Old Quad on University of Melbourne's Parkville Campus.

Curated by Barkandji woman Zena Cumpston, Emu Sky explores and illuminates Indigenous perspectives
related to science, innovation, plant use, land management and agricultural practice. Through detailed
research, art and storytelling this exhibition is a sustained interrogation of the western lens through which
Indigenous scientific endeavour has been historically perceived. Emu Sky will showcase past, present and
future conversations centred around Indigenous knowledge and practices, inviting the audience to
recognise and question historical erasures and the contemporaneous circumstance they build and enable.
The catalogue for Emu Sky is presented online as part of our commitment to ensure that the
conversations, resources, communities and knowledge produced by this project remain accessible to a
wide audience long after the Emu Sky exhibition has closed. The website for Emu Sky is iterative. It will
house detailed photos of the art works once the show is over and we will be adding other resources and
extra content as the show and its programs progress – so please check back regularly!
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The First Astronomers – how Indigenous Elders read the stars
(Duane Hamacher, Allen & Unwin: 1 March 2022)
The new book "#TheFirstAstronomers - how Indigenous Elders read the stars" is available on pre-order for
release on 1 March 2022 through @AllenAndUnwin. Written by Duane Hamacher, it features 6 elders as coauthors. All royalties go to charity for #Indigenous community programs
The First Astronomers is the first book
to explain for general readers the rich
knowledge of the stars and the
planets held by First Peoples around
the world. In traditional cultures, the
elders are expert observers of the sky.
Whichever part of the world they
come from, they teach that everything
on the land is reflected in the sky, and
everything in the sky is reflected on
the land. Modern societies have lost
the habit of learning the patterns of
the sky, and people have lost the
sense of intimate connection with the
land. We no longer understand how
the stars predict shifts in weather, the
seasons, and the seas. Nor do we
know how to use the sun and the stars
to pick the best times for planting and
harvesting on our own land, how to
identify where and when to fish, how
to anticipate animal behaviour, and
how to navigate the oceans.
Duane Hamacher is a western-trained
astronomer who has worked with First
Nations people for many years. He
takes us on a journey across the skies
and through deep time, to reveal the
wisdom of the first astronomers. He
shows us that the knowledge of the
ancients is a genuine science, and that
First Nations people today hold
precise knowledge of movements and relationships between celestial bodies over decades and even
centuries that are not yet understood by modern western astronomy. Traditional science is also dynamic,
adapting to changes in the skies and on earth as they occur, pointing the way for a world facing the
profound disruptions of climate change.
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Subject on Indigenous Astronomy now open for enrolment
The University of Melbourne is again offering the subject, PHYC10010: Indigenous Astronomy, through the
School of Physics to be taught during Semester 1, 2022. This is a 1st Year Breadth subject (GenEd) and will
feature a range of Indigenous and First Nations guest lecturers, further taught and coordinated by cultural
astronomer, A/Prof Duane Hamacher.
Central questions will be: How are cultural
understandings of science applied and
developed by First Peoples? What do
observations of astronomical phenomena such
as variable stars, eclipses, planetary motions,
and meteorite impacts tell us about the preWestern origins of scientific observations and
practice? What are some of the ways complex
systems of knowledge are passed to successive
generations? How can we apply emerging
methodologies in cultural astronomy to
reconstruct Indigenous Astronomical
Knowledge that was fragmented due to
colonisation in a collaborative and ethical
manner? How can truth-telling about
Indigenous people and their Knowledge
Systems change negative perceptions in
modern society? What are ways that Indigenous Astronomical Knowledge be protected as living heritage?
Enrolments are now open.
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For Lakota, Traditional Astronomy is Key to Their Culture’s Past and Future
(Binesikwe Means, Global Press Journal: 12 Sept 2016)
ROSEBUD INDIAN RESERVATION — Whether the stars, the sun or the moon, the Lakota people have always
been avid watchers of the sky. They called the stars the “Woniya of Wakan Tanka:” the holy breath of the
Great Spirit. This ancient tradition has held fast in modern Lakota culture in part because Victor Douville,
an elder and member of the Sicangu Oyate Lakota Tribe, which is formally known as the Rosebud Sioux
Tribe and based on the Rosebud Indian Reservation within the U.S. state of South Dakota. He’s been a
Lakota studies teacher at Sinte Gleska University on that reservation since 1971, but his interest in the
stars started many years before that.
“Star knowledge for me started when I was a young boy laying out in the haystack looking up at the Big
Dipper and my uncle said ‘Oceti Sakowin,’” Douville says. Oceti Sakowin, in the Lakota language, means
“Seven Council Fires.” The phrase refers to the seven council fires among the Lakota people that are
represented in the sky in what many astronomers call the Big Dipper. The Sicangu Oyate Lakota people
traditionally watched the movements of the night sky to determine the best times for planting and
harvesting and other seasonal activities. A working knowledge of astronomy was key to survival, and they
did it all without telescopes or other modern equipment.

Victor Douville wants to preserve the Lakota
people’s knowledge of the stars and their
movements for future generations. He
teaches Lakota studies at the Sinte Gleska
University on the Rosebud Indian
Reservation within the U.S. state of South
Dakota. Binesikwe Means

ISN members are encouraged to submit items exploring any aspects of Indigenous science teaching or
education. As the Bulletin is not an official journal or organ of any recognised institution, we are not
required to enforce any formatting, editing or reviewing regimes. We do have an Advisory Board made up
of eight First Nations Co-Editors who view all items before publication. If you are doing something valuable
in Indigenous science, teaching or education, please consider telling your story here!
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Reclaiming a right to dark skies (Jessie Ferrari and Duane Hamacher: 20 Jan 2022)
If you look up on any given night in the city, chances are you
can count the visible stars on your fingers and toes. Urban
lighting has drowned out our view of the stars and the milky
way, causing a disconnect between urban-dwelling humans
and the night sky.
In this episode we discuss this disconnect and the design
solutions cities are implementing to reconnect us with the
universe. To get there we start in the Australian desert
where stars stretch from one flat horizon to the other
streaked by the white mist of the milky way. This is the home
of the dark emu which lives in the sky and gives us a valuable
example of how connection to the stars can deliver
knowledge and new ways of thinking.

WEBSITES
To learn more and attend upcoming events, please follow us on social media and visit our website




www.aboriginalastronomy.com.au
www.facebook.com/AboriginalAstronomy
twitter.com/aboriginalastro

The Bulletin of the Indigenous Science Network is distributed four times a
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interested in being a part of the Network, please contact the Coordinator
via email at IndigenousSciNet@yahoo.com. Issues distributed in February,
May, August and November each year.
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CONFERENCES / SEMINARS / WEBINARS - AUSTRALIA
ASERA 53 - Curtin University, Perth WA
28th June - 1st July 2022
The Australasian Science Education Research Association annual conference. Drawing together science
education researchers from Australia, New Zealand, the region and the world. Sharing cutting-edge
research methods and findings in science education from pre-school, school, university, technical and
informal settings to inform practice.
Call for abstracts - November 2021
Abstract deadline - February 2022
Registrations open - March 2022

WORLD INDIGENOUS PEOPLES' CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION
ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, 26 – 30 SEPT 2022 (POSTPONED AGAIN DUE TO COVID)
Postponed from 2020 and 2021, WIPCE 2022
will feature an exciting Indigenous education
program of keynote presentations, networking,
interactive workshops and discussion forums
with an associated rich and diverse cultural
program. An estimated 370 million Indigenous
peoples live in all continents of the earth and
represent a significant part of the world’s vast
cultural and linguistic diversity and heritage.
Indigenous peoples possess unique knowledge
systems, which are recognised as crucial for
sustainable development. At the same time,
social, economic and political marginalisation
of Indigenous peoples is pervasive in all the regions across the world.
Indigenous peoples face fundamental challenges when attempting to reconcile their own forms of
culturally transmitted learning with systems of formal education. Over the past 30 years, WIPCE has
endeavoured to address this issue and has grown to become a major international event in the Indigenous
education movement. The WIPCE conference draws Indigenous representatives from across the globe to
share successes and strategies for culturally grounded education. The needs of young Indigenous
educators and leaders will be a key feature of WIPCE 2021 youth forums. WIPCE attracts Indigenous
education experts, practitioners, scholars, students and communities, with up to 5,000 delegates expected
in 2021 – the largest and most diverse Indigenous education forum on earth.
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Tipiac-Teaching Indigenous Perspectives in the Australian Curriculum – Webinar
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CONFERENCES / SEMINARS / WEBINARS – THE WORLD
Indige-FEWSS Native Voices in STEM
The Spring 2022 seminars are co-sponsored by the UArizona-Sloan Indigenous Graduate Partnership, the
Department of Chemical & Environmental Engineering, and Indigenous Food, Energy, and Water Security
and Sovereignty. This professional seminar series invites Native scientists, engineers, activists, community
members and leaders to share their personal and professional journeys, providing inspiration to the next
generation of change makers. The first seminar kicks off on 24 Jan 2022, with seminars following over the
next three months. Link
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2022 AISES in Canada Gathering
March 4 - 6, 2022 in Vancouver, BC
The fifth annual AISES (American Indian Science and
Engineering Society) in Canada National Gathering will give
Indigenous STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
math) students and professionals an opportunity to gather,
connect, and create long-lasting relationships within Canada
and across the continent. About 200 attendees from Canada
and the U.S. are expected to attend the 3-day event. There
will be activities for high school students, university students,
and professionals. Attendees will enjoy several keynote
speakers, various sessions, research posters, as well as
morning blessings and traditional local food. AISES has
opened the call for session proposals and encourages a
diverse array of session presenters and STEM topics. The
deadline to submit proposals is January 15, 2022.

2022 TURTLE ISLAND INDIGENOUS SCIENCE CONFERENCE
University of Manitoba, Fort Garry Campus, Winnipeg, MB CANADA: June 14 – 16, 2022
Join us as we explore the Indigenous
scientific legacy and the value of the
application of two-eyed seeing to
modern science today. The “Indigenous
Way of Knowing” is the Indigenous
approach to understanding the five
elements of the world: fire, water, earth,
air, and spirit. Many North Americans,
including Indigenous peoples, aren’t
aware of the rich Indigenous scientific
legacy and the value of the application of
two-eyed seeing to modern science
today. Through interactive sessions with
world-renowned speakers, crosspollination of ideas, approaches and goals to raise the profile of Indigenous STEM science will be realized.
Indigenous scientific accomplishments that rivalled those of the rest of the world will be explored among
other topics. Registration opens January 1, 2022!
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ICIES 2022: 16. International Conference on Indigenous Education Studies
December 01-02, 2022 in Auckland, New Zealand
International Conference on Indigenous Education Studies aims to bring together leading academic
scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and share their experiences and research results
on all aspects of Indigenous Education Studies. It also provides a premier interdisciplinary platform for
researchers, practitioners and educators to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, and
concerns as well as practical challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of Indigenous
Education Studies.

NARST 2022 ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
March 27-30, 2022 Vancouver, British Columbia
UNITY AND INCLUSION FOR GLOBAL SCIENTIFIC LITERACY: INVITE AS A COMMUNITY. UNITE AS A
COMMUNITY
The proposal submission and review system is
now open! Join us in Vancouver, British Columbia
for the NARST 95th Annual International
Conference—Unity and Inclusion for Global
Scientific Literacy: Invite as a Community. Unite
as a Community—March 27-30, 2022 at the JW Marriott Parq. Please respond to the call for proposals and
submit a conference proposal. Proposals are due August 15, 2021 by 5 pm your local time. Even though we
engage contingency scenarios, exploring viable alternatives as we monitor the ever-evolving COVID-related
conditions, we forge ahead in planning an exhilarating on-site meeting.
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